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1229 South I Road 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
Volume 42 
S- TO COME 

• 
4J ~~~C:) ~(J~~ 
Chorige seemed to be the predom,-
nate word i..sed aroul"d the PSJA campus 
+h s year. Bl.+ i+ was a change for the bet 
+er. Everywhere you looked th ngs were 
shaping up but there were a few 
chal"ges we had to adiust to. 
o,,e o• +hese changes and perhaps 
+he biggest was the no more jurik-food-
Md carbonated-drinks change. Di..e to a 
federal government regulatiori pu nto 
effect over the summer all those things 
that wera bad for us were no longer 
around. Most students had to find other 
ways to revive themselves in the middle 
of the day. More about this can be read 
on pages I 0-1 I. 
After several years on a quarterly sys-
tem we switched back to a semester sys-
tem. And. despite the readjustmel" 
teachers kept the year running smoothly 
as progress reports and not failing 
not ces were the item most dreaded. 
Spirit was one big factor that really 
shaped up this year. Despite a mediocre 
football season fans still did their best 
yelling and screaming at pep rallies 
every Friday Student Council provided 
us with a variety of ways to show it by 
organizing Spirit Days ranging from 
Happy Days, ffties style to Punk Rock 
Day. 
And the bonfire was as popular as 
ever. But this was the last year for the 
favorite spot of the fire behind the base-
ball field as it will be the baseball field 
next year. 
The campus itself began to shape up 
with construction underway of not only 
the new field, but o new gym and band 
facility. Philosophers say change is for 
the best and in our case, it couldn t be 
better. 
PSJA-Shaping up in 81. 









Here at PSJA, we maintain a certain 
type of school policy which at times may 
be altered or amended accord ing to the 
decisions the school board of d irectors 
choose to make. Obviously, this year we 
were hit with several drastic changes in 
our "new" policy. The abolishment of 
Coca-Cola is one that hit us the hardest. 
Under the new USDA low, carbonated 
drinks were not to be sold and Hi-C and 
orange juice were to take its place. That 
sure was a big blow to us Coke addicts. 
We also had a new recording system. 
With this system we used semesters, not 
the usual three quarters. On top of that, 
smokers were not allowed to satisfy their 
nicotine fits in the smoking area between 
classes. This was so there wouldn 't be os 
many tardies as last year. Anothe r long 
time regulation that had been recently 
seen in effect was the restriction of 
radios and cassette players. Many stu-
dents tended to bring their music to lis-
ten to during their lunch hour, but only 
ended up having it taken away by one of 
the principals when reported by one of 
the security guards. This brought up 
another change-our new security 
guards happen to be Deputy Constables. 
These people were the ones who helped 
enforce our rules and made sure we 
abided by them to make PSJA a safer 
and more efficient school. 
cl Randy Ysaguirre soys , 'They ccn ' t take my 
mus,c away . I m on a m,ss,on from God ' 
b) Coke end ju nk food seemed to have fizzled out 
of our unch picture· now its I 00% Vitam,n C w•th 
H i- C . 
c; The security guard studies up on h,s Volation 
Code Book. 
d ) Our new 980-8 I semester report card. 
e) Smokers gather around the smoking area to talk 
with their friends end have a morning smoke. 
Up With Ghanses 
PSJJ\ Tishtens UP 
REPORT CARD 
PHARR- SAN JUAN- ALAMO IND. SCHOOL DISTRICT 
HOMEROOMTEACHER Ptu,c.ess Le,A 
L ~ST NAME FIRST 
,TUDENT 
\980-8.1 S(l-'OOL 
Lu14£ SK'/WALKER. R;b;. A ~ear-o LAST NAME FIRST MN .D. O,O.B. 







~BJECT: FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER 
2NC- ~EM. 
9 WKt:;. TEST 
A ?0- 100 B 80 89 C 70- 79 
c BELOW 60 
DO NOT RETL,RN TH'S CA'W T·J EACHEP, IT I S Oi.;R RE;:ORD 





Among all the ac+iv1+ies +hat took 
place during Homecoming Week the 
most :mportant one was the electing of a 
new Homecoming Queen. Assemblies 
for each of the c·asses were he'd to intro-
duce t~e +en young ladies nominated. 
Later all students received a chance to 
vote {or +he young lady of their choice. 
Fr7day came and the gir s found them-
se ves on the center of the field as 
undoubted y all the attention centered 
on them. Momen+s later Miss Sy via 
Quinta nilla was announced as the new 
Homecoming Queen for 1980-81. 
a! M ss Sylvia Quintan illa, 1-iomecorr ng QJeen 
,980-81 
bl Ho,.,ecom ng nominees are Sylvia Quintanilla, 
Charlotte Jackson , Rosario Compean , Esmera lda 
Barrera , Mary Lou Sandoval , Sandra Ram irez, 
Diana Chapa , Patty Serna , Hilda Lopez and Jennie 
Garza . 
c} Letty Tagle (,,- bear c,.:,stume: and Miss Carolyn 
Morriss •i~d a l1tt1e ltme •o cha+ despite ell •he 
exc.,teme,-+ as troe m gh+v Bears c obbered the 
M ss,on Eegtes 27-6. 
d) O~ •he Homeco"' ~g cour• e•e Sandra Ramirez , 
second •un,-er .ip. Sylvia Quintan illa , tfomecorr ng 
Queen , and Patty Serna , first rurrier .ip. 
e) Troose mums a•en t gon~a stop Co n nie 
Hernandez from cheenl'g for +he Beo•s. 
f} Esmera lda Barrei:a was one of +he ten beaut,ful 





For A Responsible 
America Tomorrow 
Re-Elect 
Pres· dent ..,.,....,., 









sensuous story of natural love. 
As children they were shipwrecked on 
a lost tropical island. 
They grow tall and beautiful. And when 
their love happens, it is as natural as the 
sea itself ... and as powerful. 








' I ! . ii!f ""'I'f I ll!ltll!III I ~! 
Slomng 
MARK HAMILL · HARRISON FORD · CARRIE FISHER 
BILLY DEE WILLIAMS· ANTHONY DANIELS 
Co-strn,ng DAVID PROWSE . KENNY BAKER . PETER MAYHEW FRANK oz 
Directed by IRVIN KERSHNER Produced by GARY KURTZ 
Scr~byLEIGH BRACKETT ond LAWRENCE KASDAN 
Sto-y by GEORGE LUCAS 
MusK:by JQHN WILLIAMS EJ<ecute,ePtoducer GEORGE LLJCAS 
[X] I DOLBY STEREO 1 · · ~ti ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ON RSO RECORDS 
IN SELECTED THEATRES A luc:oshlm lfd PrOductlOl"l A T-wentieth-Centurv Fox Rel80se 
I NOVELIZATION FROM BALLANTINE BOOKS ! filmed ,n Pono,~ Coto< by Rank folm LobOfato,,es PT,nts by Deluxe® 
TM CllUCASFILM LID UL) 1960 uiJ 
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUIHSTED Gl -
1011( MATE.AW. MAY NOT 11£ surTA8l.£ FOA • 4D 
They'll never get caught. 
They're on a mission from God. 
JOHN BELUSHI DANAYKROYD 
JAMES BROWN· CAB CALWWAY • RAY CHARLES · CARRIE FISHER 
ARETIIA FRANKLIN · HENRY GIBSON 
THE BLUES BROTHERS BAND 
Written by DAN AYKROYD and JOHN LANDIS 
Executive Producer BERNIE BRILLSTEIN 
Produced by ROBERT K. WEISS · Directed by JOHN LANDIS 
A L '-1\ tR"' \ LPH.ll Ri 
For 20 years he's been sin 
to the cou 
But he never figu 






o) Oscar Rodriguez, Student Council President 
mokes doily announcements on the new PA system 
,nstolled during the summer. 
b) A student gives the sniffer dog o friendly pot on 
the heod. 
c) Migront counselors Diamantina Herrera ond 
Ramon Alvarez prepore schedules for the new yeor. 
---• • 
Students + Faculty -- Education 
School has always been a place for 
learning not only reading, writing and 
arithmetic but how to cope with every-
day living also. 
Each year, as the students prepare to 
move out into the world , the faculty 
attempts to equip these people with the 
basics and the ability to make a place for 
themselves in the world. This is done by 
allowing students to take more responsi-
ble positions , by arranging students ' 
schedules to include special courses or by 
lending a sympathetic ear to help sort 
out problems. 
In an effort to help students interre-
late more with others , the counselors 
began a series of mini sessions during sci-
ence classes this year. Administration 
was also more visible on campus as they 
made themselves available to he lp stu-
dents in the classroom or office. 
a. Leonel &rrera , assistant principal , gives advice 
to Amalia Forina. 
b. Mrs. Cantu, Mrs. Gonzalez and Joe Andrade 
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What is Who 's Who? We ll, it is com-
posed of five per cent of the graduating 
class, who are selected by the faculty 's 
major ity vote. In order to be honored 
with th is great ach ievement, one must 
ma intain an 88 overall grade point aver-
age , demonstrate leadership, and partic-
ipate consistently in school and commu-
nity activities. Who 's Who is something 
tru ly deserved. It proves great potential 
in the chosen individuals , which evidently 
has been demonstrated throughout their 
four years of high school. The reason 
these avowed students are awarded this 
rest itut ion is basically because of their 
attitude. Because after all , it is one 's atti-
tude that takes people where they want 
to be. 
38 Who, Who 
RostJlindll Chllpll 
NHS , MAT-Treas. , Al l Val ley Band , 
Area Band , Ro. Stud. of the Mnth. , PSJA 
Stud. of the Mnth. PAU Honors Pro-
gram 
NHS , MAT , Va r . Tenn is, Chess Club , 
Min. Intro. t o Eng . (U.T.) 
Leonel AlvtJrtJdo 
Sl!n JutJnitll CorontJdo 
NHS , V. Pres-Osoettes , Photo. Club 
Rep. , U IL, Choir-Treas. , Sweetheart 
NHS , MAT , Homecoming Queen Cand ., 
Rt. Guide of Bearettes, Student Council 
KMI CrtJnk 
NHS , MAT, Band President 
MAT, Jets Club Vice President, All 
Region Band, Orchestra , Jazz Ensemble 
( I st Div.) 
Roel Echeverria 
Hortencicl GclrZcl 
NHS , UIL Band, State and Ensemble , 
Choir V. Pres. and Sweetheart, V. Pres. 
of V.I.C.A. 
NHS , Club member of C.V.A.E. 
Nelly Flores 
Johnny GclrZcl 
NHS, MAT , Rotary Student of the 
Month , Class Favorite, Beau Candidate 
National Honor Society 
Eliazar Geirw 
San Juanita Gonzcllez 
NHS, UIL Accounting I, Jr. Class Presi-





NHS, MAT, UIL Shorthand, Student 
Council Rep., FBLA V. Pres., Mex.-Am. 
Club Sec., and Drill T earn mem. in Hous-
ton. 
NHS, Band Twirl. , Christian Ath. , Bear-
ette Lft. Gd. & 3rd Lt., 2nd Princess-
Miss San Juan 
Susie Gonzi,/es 
Mi,rfini, Herni,ndez 
MAT, U IL Track/Cross Country 
NHS-President, MAT, UIL J.V. & Varsi 
Tennis, Rotary Student of the month 
Freddie Hi,1/ock 
Ci,rmen Herni,ndez 
NHS, UIL Volleyball Capt.-AII Dist., 
Am., Track, Basketball Capt.-AII Di 
and All Valley M.V.P. of yr. 
Notional Honor Society, Spanish Club, 




NHS, MAT-Pres., UIL Spelling, Ro. 
Student of the Month, Min. Intro. to Eng. 
(U.T.), Korote Club, Sr. Council 
NHS, VOE-Sec., Pres., Sweetheart 
Cond., FTA Dist.Treas., Bearettes 
EldfJ Melendez 
MfJtilde Montez 
NHS, UIL Shorthand, Office Ed. Assoc., 
Shorthand, VOE Sweetheart 
EdwMd1,. "' 
NHS, MAT, UIL Poetry ond One Act 
Ploy, Boys St. Rep., Concert Choir-




~c. of Student Council-Exec. 
Comm ., Scrapbook Comm., Art Club 
NHS, MAT, UIL No. Sense, PSJA Stud. 
of the Mnth. , Class Fav./ Beau Cand ., 
Chess Club , Karate Club Treas ., Var. 
Tennis 
Porfirio Nllwirro 
l.nton io Roslls 
NHS, MAT, UIL Band-V. Pres. , Beau, 
Solo & Ensemble , Sight Reading, Con-
cert, Marching, Stage, Chess Club 
National Honor Society, UIL Concer 
Choir, Choir Candidate for Sweetheart 
Orfllndo Noyof,, 
Slln Julln i fll Rodriguez 
NHS-Sec. , MAT, UIL Choir-Solo 
Ensemble , PSJA Student of the Mont 
V. Pres.-Photo. Club, French Club 
Parl. 
NHS, MAT, UIL Track /Cross Count ry , 
Girls St. Alt., Ro. Stud. of M nth. , Class 
Fav./Bell Cand., Stud. Council 
Patricia Serna 
Raul Soto Jr. 
NHS-V. Pres. , MAT-V. Pres. , UIL Sci-
ence, Slide Rule , Stage Band, Stud. of 
the Mnth ., Min. Intro. to Eng. 
NHS-Treas., MAT-Sec., UIL Band-
All Valley, St. Solos, Ensembles & Orches-
tra , Var. Tennis 
Mire ya Silva 
Sandra Valdez 
Mu Alpha Theta and National Honor 
Society 
Diana Sotelo 
NHS , MAT-Chairperson , UIL Drama 
and Calculator, VICA Club Treasurer 
Students Receive 
Top Awards 
Many of the awards given to students 
are earned , not won , nor sought out. 
These honors like Students of the Month , 
Rotary Couples , Civitan State , Boy's 
State and Girl's State are bestowed 
upon students who are outstanding in 
academics , leadership , and character 
strength. Although many students are 
chosen , there are many others who are 
not. This is because only the "cream of 
the crop" is selected to represent PSJA. 
These honors are varied in purpose. 
Civitan , Boy's and Girl 's State are all 
government related. Students from 
across Texas congregate at Southwest 
Texas State Univ. , Univ. of Texas and 
Texas Lutheran , respectively, to form a 
"mythical state" government and experi-
e nce the world of politics. Rotary couples 
and Students of the Month are more title 
than experience , but are no less impor-
tant to the students who are awarded 
these honors . 
Chosen for Rotary Couples sitting left to right ore: Rosalinda Chapa-October· Linda Schultz-December: Wendy Hallock--January· Leslie Lemen-February· Sa 
Juanita Sanchez-March· Mireya Silva-April· Iris Gonzales--May. Standing left are: Mr. Jack McKeever, Head Principal· Roe l Moncevais-September: Johnny Ga 
- November: Raul Soto--February: Edward Miner-March: Leonel Alvarado--April , and Mr. Gus Guerra-Superintendent. Not shown are Patricia Serna-
September: Oscar Rodriguez-October· Esmeralda Barrera-November: Martin McDonald-December: Freddie Hallock-January and Porfirio Navarro--May. 
« Studenh of Month-Rotory Couples 
a) Students of the Month ore Rosalinda Chapa-
August; Patricia Serna-September; San Juanita 
Sanchez-October; Porfirio Navarro---November· 
Raul Soto---December ; San Juanita Rodriguez-
Jonuory; Martin McDonald-February· Mireya 
Silva-Mo rch ; Antonio Rosas--A pril and o tie , San 
Juanita Coronado and Juan (Johnny) Garza-Moy. 
b) Becky Abrego was the girl Civiton State dele-
ga te. 
c) Pat Moran was the only port,cipont in G irl's 
State. 
d) Boy Civiton State delegate was Joseph Oren-
dain . 
e) Those who attended Boy's State were Oscar 
Rodriguez, 
f) Mario Garza , Bobby Jimenez and Edward Miner. 








The PSJA Student Council was hon-
ored this year by being elected as Dis-
trict President. This office which covers 
the whole South Texas Association of 
Student Councils was held by PSJA Pres-
ident Oscar A. Rodriguez. Club sponsors 
are Ramiro Castillo and Mrs. Deanna 
Castillo. 
o.) Student Council Executive Boord members ore 
bottom left to right. B. Liscano--Sofety· A. Fori no 
-Vice President: C . Jackson-Corresponding Sec. 
ond Scrapbook : 0 . Rod riguez, J . Rod rig uez-
Recording Sec.; P. De Leon--T reosurer ; R. Trevino 
-Spiri t . Top Row left to right , N. Sonchez-
Commun1ty Services ; A. Zuniga, S. Lopez-School 
Services· 0 . Perez-Telephone , Progroms ond 
Pro1ect, · T. Gorzo-T elephone , Programs ond 
Projects ond 0. Rodriguez-Community Services. 
Seoted os usuol is R. Costillo Student Council's 
"storlet'' sponsor. 
b.) The Se nior Teo wos a big success thanks to M. 
Moto , L. Joime, S. Lopez, A. Forino , 0. Rodriguez, 
T. Gorzo , R. Trevino , J. Rodriguez and thirsty 0 . 




a.) The I 980-8 I PSJA Student Council. 
b.) Blood drive members form a human pyramid to 
emphasize the relationsh ip of the white corpuscles 
to the red corpuscles. They are left to right bottom 
to top : Petro De Leon , Amo lio Forino , Sandro 
Lopez, Oscar A. Rodriquez, Edgar Cabrero , Buddy 
Lizc:ono, David Gono , Tino Gono , Hope Peno , 
Delio Perez, Doro Rodriguez, Noam i Sonchez and 
Janie Rodriguez. 
c .) Roy Trevino is a really groovy cat on 'Flower 
Power Doy ". Peoce Brother. 
Straightening 
Figures 
An interest and aptitude in mathemat-
ics is an unusual requirement for a club , 
but Mu Alpha Theta is this unusual 
organization. The purpose of th is club is 
to promote mathemat ics. Mu Alpha 
Theta usually had their meetings the first 
of every month , where speakers 
attended. In March the club promoted 
their annual mathematics contest and 
their eighth and ninth grade Algebra 
and Geometry Contests. Near the end 
of the year a banquet was given , where 
the new officers were introduced . 
Members are be low I st Row : R. Ma rtinez, X. 
Cuares, R. Eche verria , K. Crank, 2nd Row: S. 
Sau lsbury , D. Alan iz, R. Alvarado , N. Liu, N. 
Ureste , D. Hernandez, I. Palacios, C. Stevenson, 
3rd Row: M. Silva , K. Kim, C. Jackson, S. Ramirez, 
R. Saenz, C. Hernandez, M. Hernandez, I. Villescas, 
4 h Row: P. G ill, F. Hernandez, J. Martinez, P. 
Ward, M. Wilhite, J . Robles, 0. Ramirez. 
... -Ac.t ,v,t,es.--Mu Alph-, Theta 
Rosie Chapa keeps her eyes on the guys . 
Mu Alpha Theta old members are: I st Row: M. Patano, 0 . Villarreal, E. Miner, A. Silva, 2nd Row: L. Martinez, J. Garza , S. Valdez, T. Rosas , E. Davila , J. Sanchez, 3rd 
Row: R. Moncevais, D. Chapa, M. Silva , P. Navarro, F. Hallock, M. Wessling, R. Soto, R. Chapa . 
Mu A lph a Theta officers and sponsors are: R. Moncevais, President, R. Chapa, Treas .. M. Silva, Sec . R. Soto, 
V. Pres. , sponsors: S. Saulsbury, and P. Gill. 






The Pan-American Student Forum just 
loves o dance not ;ust plain ordinary 
disco or punk but trad itional Mexican 
folk dancing! How odd , you say? Well 
have you ever tried Mexican folk danc-
ing? If not . then keep your comments to 
yourself, and get out there and try it 
some ime , and let the Pan-American Stu-
dent Forum show you how. They practice 
all the time and their toes never cease to 
twinkle. It's a wonder they have such a 
long title, · Pan-American Student 
Forum". 
o.) Iris Gonuilez reaches for o Mexican tap shoe. 
b.) Kim Bissette, Mario Garza , and Susie Bandin, 
try to follow the steps as one of the PASF dancers 
struts about. 
c.) Mrs. Hernandez, sighs , "Good gosh , I hope I 
make it through this meeting.' 
d.) Ms. J . Duran ond Mrs. Y. Hernandez, PASF 
sponsors , sit pretty at Lo Plaza Moll. 
e.) PASF members for 1980-81 ore bottom row left 
to right: Xavier Pruneda , Ricky Lopez, Yolanda 
Ga lva n, Mirta Garcia , Carmen Ortiz, Kim Bissette, 
ond Susie Bandin. Top Row left to right: Mary 
Mancias, G ilbert Tijerina , Arnold Fonseca , Sandra 
Ga rza , La ura Lozano, Lud ivina Guerra , Ca rmel 
Lopez, Sandra O livarez, Dea nna Trevino , Minnie 
La.zo , Iris Gonzalez, Mary O rtega , Martha Lopez, 
ond Mario Garza. 
f.) PASF officers are top row left to right: Carmen 
Ortiz--President Abby Ma rtinez-Treasurer, 
Yolanda Galvan-2nd Vice Pres., Carmen Ortega 
- Secretary , Bottom row left to right: Ol ivia 
Buenrostro-Porl. Mirta Garc ia-Reporter , and 





Concert choir is an organization which 
provides students with worthwhile oppor-
tunities of an exploratory nature in the 
field of music. It also promotes the study 
of music and the oral expression of music. 
The choir participated in many activi-
ties, for example, an All-Valley Clinic and 
tryouts , UIL Solo and Ensemble, UIL 
Concert and Sight Reading, and of 
course , their annual concerts. For the 
fourth year in a row Mr. Surry Gillum, 
director, has kept the concert choir in 
tune. This organization puts much of their 
time into getting their voices prepared 
to fill peoples ' lives with music. These 
vocalists have rhythm, melody and har-
mony within themselves and use them in 
one of nature's most beautiful gifts-
s1ng1ng. 
1980-81 Choir sweethe11rts 11re left to right: Rudy Garza , louAnn Garza , Janie Coronado, 11nd Yloy Ybarra . 
a. 1980-8 1 Concert Choir members are left to 
right, bottom row: S. Gillum, Director, R. Farias, G . 
Salinas, M. Portalis, M. Ramos, D. Thedus, F. Abad, 
M. Gomez, M.Cruz, M. Gutierrez, S. Sanchez, A. 
Cano, S. Gonzalez, C. Coward, Director, second 
row: V. Palacios, J. Smith, L. Zuniga , S. Ramos , R. 
Leal , A. Lopez, L. Cabrera , D. Martinez , S. 
Coronado , E. Sauceda , S. Perez, T. Munoz, Y. 
Ybarra , M. Bernal , third row: E. Morales , 8. 
Olague, C. Rodriguez, R. Martinez, R. Garza , R. 
Soto, L. Cavazos, M. Metrick, M. Echevarria, G. 
Luna, S. Calderon , R. Mendoza , S. Ramos , S. 
Alvarado, fourth row: D. Compean, M. Reyna , R. 
Curtis, D. Hernandez, L. Rodriguez, 0 . Noyola , R. 
Blair, E. Miner, A. Saenz, N. Garza , E. Hernandez, 
M. Palacios, D. Ayala, V. Cameron , L. Cantu, and 
8. Guttierez. 
b. The 1980-8 1 Junior Varsity Choir members are 
left to ri g ht, bottom row: E. Cavazos, M. Lopez, D. 
Hinojosa, N. Barker, M. Eberly, A. Solis, 8. Arevalo, 
M. Lopez, S. Garza, E. Alavarez, second row: D. 
Enriquez, E. Villareal, A. Garcia , T. Quevas, Y. 
C irlos , L. Ramirez , M. Moreno, J. Robles , M. 
Bernal , third row: L. Rubalcaba, M. Martinez, S. 
Estrada , T. Saenz, A. Alvarado, G. Chapa , 0 . 
TTjerina, G. Rodriguez, S. Esquivel , 8. Cano, fourth 
row: I. Sandoval , D. Sanchez, M. Garcia , S. Garcia, 
D. Garza , A. Mancias, N. Tijerina , J . Trejos, I. 
Aguilera. 
c. Eddie Miner, President, was chosen for All-State 
Choir again for the second year in a row. 
Choir-A ctivities ' 
Let's 
Experiment 
The Science Club is an organization 
that helps to introduce students to the 
field of science. This year the Science 
Club had 25 members under the supervi-
sion of sponsor A. Carranza and co-spon-
sor R. Palacios. The Science Club met 
every Wednesday morning. Members 
are required to uphold certain standards 
to be in the club such as paying an annual 
club fee, good standing in school and an 
interest in science with a 75 over-all 
grade average. The Science Club took 
over the concession stand on Saturdays 
for the Junior Varsity Football games as 
a fund raising project. The Science Club 
gave students an opportunity to learn 
and promote all aspects of science and 
to expand scientific knowledge. 
-Ac.t1v1t1er-Sc1ence Club 
a. Science Club Officers I. tor. are: Pres. 
Esmeralda Bocanegra , V. Pres. Ma rio Garza , Treas. 
Sa ll y Ordaz , Parli. Ja ime Ortiz, Sec. Minn ie 
Villescas , b. Members, bottom row: Sponsor A. 
C.,rranza, M. Garza , S. Campos, M. Mata , second 
row: T. Reyes, M. Villescas, S. Ordaz, E. Bocanegra , 
J. Sandova l, M. Lazo, third row: R.Salaza r, G. 
Garza, A. Bocanegra , E. Barrera , J . Ortiz. 
Shown here are some of the Science Club 
members, enjoying themselves while not working on 
science c. Esme Barrera , d. Teresa Reyes, e. Susie 
C.,mpos. f. Science Club Sweethearts are Mario 
Garza and Esme Bocanegra not shown. 
Science Club--Activities ' 
..,. 
.. 
Hey Good Looking, What You Got Cooking. 
Future Homemakers of America helps 
youths assume their roles in society 
through home economics education in 
the areas of personal growth , family life , 
and vocational preparation for the 
future and growth of our community . 
FHA had yearly activities such as the 
Halloween party for Alamo Headstart , 
the Chalupa Supper, and the Christmas 
Care Stockings for the San Juan Nursing 
Home. They also attended Area Com-
vention in Corpus Christi , a State Con-
vention in San Antonio and the annual 
Mother-Daughter Banquet. FHA is an 
organization open to any junior or senior 
high school student who is or has been 
enrolled in a homemaking course. FHA 
leaves behind many examples for the 
members of the coming future. 
b 
a. FHA members are seated left M. Garcia, B. 
Mancias, C . Ortega and M. Garcia, standing left 
S. Garcia, R. Negrete, P. Gutierrez, M. Cantu, B. 
Saldana. 
c. Officers are left Sec. Marivel Cantu , Pres. 
Belinda Saldana , Hist. Sylvia Garcia , not shown are 
V-Pres. Norma Villarreal Treas. Marisela Uvalle 
Rep. Connie Yarrito . 




Are No. I in 
Leading Spirit 
Well , it's another year of cheerleading 
Grand Champs, but this isn't just another 
Grand Champ squad. No, this squad is a 
special squad, evolving a new spirit! If 
you kept up with the times, you know that 
there 's an experience in getting involved 
with spirit. Our 1980-81 Varsity Cheer-
leaders got a whole new way of spread-
ing that Bear spirit. Their accomplish-
ment added pizzazz to our rallies and 
games. Along with new cheers and 
chants, they also thought of themes such 
as " Kikker Day ", " Happy Days " and 
" Hawaiian Day" which brought some of 
our best pep-rallies ever. 
For the last couple of summers our 
cheerleaders have attended cheerlead-
ing camp at North Texas State Un iversity 
in Denton in which they continually came 
home Grand Champs! And just to prove 
how persevering these girls are, they 
came home with a spirit stick , eight supe-
rior ribbons , and the Master Spirit 
Award voted by other squads. Yeah , 
these girls got what it takes to make a 
Bear feel great!! 
d 
a. Sa ndra does a great job leading the 
cheerleaders. 
b. Mary gazes at the spirit of the student body. 
c. Ronnie runs for the Bears. 
d. Sandy asks, "Do you wanna dance? " 
e. PSJA Varsity Cheerleaders are top: Ma ry 
Galvan , ~ndy Ramirei; middle row: Alma Rivera , 
Ronnie Saenz, Marissa Trevino; last row: C indy 
Alonso, Sandra Rodriguez, ~ndra Vecchio, Gracie 
McDonald , Melissa Gonzalez, and bottom: Sandra 
Ramirei-Head Cheerleader. 




a) Our Hawaiian Cheerleaders wait for the Bear's 
arrival. 
b) " Have you got that spirit?" asks Marissa . 
c) Hats off to the Bears ! 
d) Mr. and Miss Spirit ore Roy Trevino and Delia 
Perez. 
e) " I don 't think I heard that quite right ," claims 
Sandra Vecchio . 
Cheerleoders bl 
C 
a. Ronnie faithfully cheers for the Bears. 
b. Sandra', surely got that spirit! 
c. " Don t you think I'm just a beauty?" ' asks Gra -
cie . 
d. Cindy thinks the Bears are Super-Great! 
e. Alma jumps for joy when it comes to cheering 
for the Mighty Bears. 
f. Melina thinks about the game during the school 
song. 





The Junior Varsity squad has proven to 
be vital and a g reat asset to our Cheer-
lead ing organization. They prepared for 
the year with summer practice and work-
outs at the stadium. They also attended a 
Universal Cheerleading Association 
camp held at Pan American University in 
August. Throughout the year they did 
things Ii ke help Var. Chs. cheer at the 
varsity football games and supported the 
Be~rs at various sports including J.V. bas-
ket ball, football and volleyball games. 
They also helped with money making pro-
jects which included selling maroon and 
white spirit porn-porns, cheerleading clin-
ics and an enchilada supper in October 
which was very successful. 
a) Do you think anyone sow that button pop?" 
asks Melissa . 
b) Melissa discusses the strategy of the next stunt 
with Ronnie and Silvia . 
c) JV Cheerleaders ore kneeling: Melissa Guzman 
-Head Cheerleader· bottom: Frances Martinez 
Sandy Handy, Diana Lopez · m,ddle: Silvia Cantu · 





The ever-boosting Osoettes , PSJA 's 
pep squad , continued to back the Bears 
this year. After undergoing several 
changes including the arrival of two new 
sponsors , Miss Beatrice Laurel and Miss 
Susana Losa , the Osoettes opened the 
season by promoting spirit during foot-
ball season by attending football games 
and pep rallies. They also had their usual 
set up of elaborate posters , including 
something new that was experienced , the 
unconventional spirit rallies held during 
lunch time. In addition , the Osoettes 
attended a camp before school started 
to learn new routines. In the past the 
Osoettes have proved their spirit ; how-
ever due to lack of participation , spirit 
dwindled during basketball season as the 
Osoettes were not required to attend 
games in the beginning of the first half 
of the season. The Osoettes were origi-
nally organized to back the roundballers 
during district games. After a few games 
though, the Osoettes got back on the 
ball and everything took a turn for the 
better. 
b 
o.) Osoettes proudly show their spirit at home 
gomes. 
b.) Honey Bear is Mary Lou Sandoval. 
c.) Officers are from left, Lydia Medellin-Treas., 
Janie Coronado--Vice Pres. , Connie Hernandez-
Pres ., and Liz Garza-Par!. 
a.) 1980-81 Osoettes are back row, from left: A. 
Gutierrez, F. Ayala, 0, Villareal , M. Mendiola, M. 
Martinez, M. Ayala , M. L. Sandoval, E. Millice, L. 
Ramirez, E. Trevino, T. Sandoval, C. Garcia, C. 
Lopez. Middle row , from left: T. Cuevas, L. 
Esparza, M. Gonzalez, G. J. Perales, I. Castro, L. 
Alvaro, M. L. Singleterry, J . Calderon, 0. Martinez, 
Second row, from left: N. Villareal , T. Perez, M. 
Gauna, L. Garza, J. Coronado, C. Hernandez, L. 
Medellin, M. Riggs, S. Fuentes, R. Castaneda, and 
front row, from left: L. Perez, L. Santillan, 0. Alaniz, 
L. Molina. 
b.) Connie Hernandez leads the Osoettes when it 
comes to backing the Bears. 
c.) Idalia Molina claims all these hand drills give 
her a backache. 
0.0..ttes-oS 
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Bea rettes Sparkle 
With the Beat! 
The 1980-81 Bearette Drill Team 
includes 38 beautiful girls who entertain 
spectators at various sport games. Danc-
ing their way into the hearts of fans dur-
ing the halftime shows , these girls razz. 
led dazzled and sparkled like stars in the 
sky. One must realize that it takes brains 
as we ll as bea uty to coordinate and per-
fect the new routines. And to do this 
t hey practiced, and practiced and prac-
ticed. Besides having their own class , 
they met after school and even during 
the summer. These girls work hard , and it 
shows. Attending an officers ' camp at 
Texas A & I in San Antonio , each came 
back with five ribbons and one Superstar 
Trophy. The whole g roup also attended a 
summe r camp in Donna and lea rned four 
routines in all, which were presented at 
ha lftim e of football and basketball 
ga mes. 
b 
a.) Bea rette Council of Right and Left G uides is sitting: Norma Esparza and Hilda Lopez, standing left: Monica Alaniz, Becky Abrego, Diana Lisa Chapa , Rosario 
Compean, Rosie Ibanez ond Estella Lara . Not pictured is Glendy Ramirez, 
b.) The 1980-8 1 Bearette Drill Team is front row: the officers, from left, Susie Gonzalez, Lisa Gomez, Imelda Gonzalez, Linda Gallardo-major, Mary Rivera, Irene 
Villescu, Maricela Palacios , and Dora Sandoval ; second row, left , Melissa Lopez, Norma Esparza, Cindy Vega , Becky Rodriguez, Noelia Villescas, and Mimi Echeverria ; 
third row , left, Debbie Garcia , Estella Lara, Monica Alaniz, Hilda Lopez, Rosie Ibanez, Heloisa Hernandez, and Velissa Villareal ; fourth row, left, Rosario Compean, Lisa 
Cortez, Ina Lopez, Robin Doty, Norma Gallardo, Letty Salinas, and Nora Barker : back row, left, Shiela Cook, Petra Deleon, Diana Lisa Chapa , Delia Sanchez, Nelda 
Sanchez, Elda Melendez, and Becky Abrego. 
b 
d 
a. The Bearettes sing for a victory during the 
"Fight Song ". 
b. Debbie says, "Aaaaahh !!" 
c. Bearette officers are back row : Dora Sandoval 
-2nd lieutenant , Sheila Cook-Honorary 
Sergeant ; middle row : Susie Gonzalez-3rd 
lieutenant, Imelda Gonzalez-2nd capta in, Linda 
Gallardo-Major, Mary Rivera-I st captain , Irene 
Villescas-I st lieutenant, and bottom row : Lisa 
Gomez--4th lieutenant, and Maricela Palacios--
3rd captain. 
d. Rosario Compean was chosen for the 1980-81 
Miss Bearette title. 
Beorettes h7 
PSJA Band-Still # I in the Valley 
Practice! Practice! Practice! Due to 
the large amount of new members in the 
Mighty Bear Band , it was a long time 
before these people learned the intrica-
cies of double-timing. This situation crip-
pled the band as they were not able to 
perform all that they could in the begin-
ning of the year as in years past. But this 
did not hold the band back for long as 
they got back on their feet only to 
become the # I Band in the Valley once 
again. After the results of the Annual 
Pigskin Jubilee, Valleyites knew who the 
best band was, as the group was chosen 
by a panel of judges as the Most Out-
standing Band in the SA Class. They also 
were the only band chosen to attend the 
District SA State Competition. To con-
tinue the year, the band was honored in 
having the most members place in the 
All-Volley Contest: and they attended 
Solo and Ensemble Contests which also 
turned out to be a great success. The 
band also as a yearly event, raised 
enough money to attend their annual 
bond trip to Houston. 
b 
d 
o.) Minnie Lazo twirls the night owoy. 
b.) Bo nd directors ore left to right: P. Cisneros, 
head director E. Fuentes, T. Kesselring, D. Aikin, J. 
Taylor, J . Swafford and D. Swain. 
c.) Twirlers ore front: L. Lemen, M. Lazo, center: 
C. Jackson, D. Laughlin , N. Liu and bod: L. 
Herrera, drum mojor- M. Mart inez and A. 
Caballero. 
d.) The 1980-81 " International " Bear Bond. 
e.) Gene Nunn gives a sinister smile as he and 
Adrian Hernandez discuss p1ons for the trip to 
Mexico. 





"I t +· I" n erna 1ona 
The Mighty Bear Band worked hard 
this year in achieving their goal to hold 
up the radition of being the superior 
band in the Rio Grande Valley. The band 
was vo ed by judges as the most out-
standing band at Pigskin , over-riding the 
Harl ingen Cardinal Band who marched 
in the Tournament of Roses Parade. In 
being the best band , they were the only 
band chosen to attend State Marching 
Competition in the District SA Class. But 
because of their hectic schedule , they 
could not attend state competition. 
Instead , they accepted the invitation to 
attend the 70th Anniversary of Mexican 
Independence Parade held at Monter-
rey Mexico. As well as for the citizens of 
Mexico , this was a very new experience 
for the band , for it was their first time 
they were asked to play " Internation-
ally" . It was a big event that was a suc-
cess as the band was the center of atten-
tion because the people had never seen 
a band perform as our band does! 
b 
o. Members of Areo Bond ore left: N. Lopez, R. 
Chapa , L. Lemen , I. Gonzalez , E. Cran~. Y . 
Sandoval , V. McWilliams , R. Rodriguez, J. 
Gutierrez, N. Liu, B. Longoria, ond not pictured, P. 
Moran. 
b. F,gorro . F,gorro . Figorro . 
b 
a.) Members of the All Valley Bond ore sitting from 
left: Diana Alaniz, Minn ie Villescas , and Sonia 
Rivas ; kn eeling from left: Esteban Gut ierrez, 
Belinda Longoria, Susie Bandin, Joseph Orendain, 
Iris Cano, Jesse Garza , Ricky Moreno, and Xavier 
Casares; standing from left: Michael Wilhite, Roel 
Echeverria , Miguel Escanamo, Linda Shulh, Wendy 
Hal lock , Joe l Echeverria , Rau l Soto , Homer 
Sandoval , Mario Garza , and Eric Crank. Not shown 
is Adelina Moreno. 
b.) Mighty Bear Band doing what they do best 
during the halftime show. 





With this year's annual go a lot of 
memories, hence the name ... Bear Mem-
ories. This year is also saying good-bye 
to one heckuva journalist, Ms. Carolyn 
Morriss. Three years ago Morriss came 
to the yearbook, previously handling the 
newspaper only, and took her place 
behind the wheel. As a result , the year-
book got better and better. Last year 's 
book netted an Honor rating by the 
Texas High School Press Association and 
a third place by Columbia Scholastic 
Press Association. 
Carolyn Morriss had this to say about 
her years here at P.S.J.A.: "It definately 
has been a rewarding and learning expe-
rience for me. But I would say that this 
year 's group has been the best simply 
because we all grew up together. Three 
years ago the senior editorial board 
members and I were greenhands at year-
booking. But we worked and learned 
together over the years to publish a 
good yearbook, one for all to be proud 
of. There is always a certain amount of 
satisfaction during the year when the stu-
dents perform well. But the greatest feel-
ing comes when the first box is opened 
and they see their yearbook for the very 
first ti me. The sparkle in their eyes is 
worth all the long frustrating hours it 
takes to publish the book, for that sparkle 
has pride and love written all over it." 
l Act,v,t1u--Beor Memor1el 
I 
a. Roy Trevino , Gracie Maldonado and Eliud 
Cabrera have great fun . picking lint off Dora 
Rodriguez. Peter Pica helps out too. Who would 
think this is the Editorial Board? 
b. Bear Memories staff are left crouching: Arturo 
Bocanegra, Roy Trevino, Gracie Maldonado, Dora 
Rodriguez, Eliud Cabrera and Juan Bocanegra , 
leaning on rail are: Eddie Guzman, Monica 
Mendez , Julian Garza, Marianne Hernandez, 
Alfonso Gonzalez, Sonia Salinas, Felix Valle and 
Cheryl Stevenson. 
c. The staff doesn ' t do all the work , Carolyn 
Morriss, yearbook sponsor. also shares the load. 
d. Boy! Bear Memories really is a tough job and we 
did it! 
e. Quill and Scroll members ore seated left: 2 year 
members: Dora Rodriguez, Roy Trevino and Gracie 
Maldonado, next row: I year members : Julian 
Garza, Eliud Cabrera, Alfonso Gonzalez, next row: 
Felix Valle, Juan Bocanegra , Cheryl Stevenson and 
Arturo Bocanegra, last row: Eddie Guzman , 
Monica Mendez , Elsa Escobar and Beto Salinas. 
Bear Memories-Activities 73 
Paper Staff 
Presses on 
The Bear's Tale staff is an organization 
composed of aspiring journalists. Each 
month they publish a newspaper contain-
ing reports on student activities, editori-
als, student opinion , sports , music and a 
generous supply of insanity. The Bear's 
Tale is led by David Elizondo, staff edi-
tor. This class provides students with a 
chance to get the feel of real journalism 
and to learn responsibility by meeting 
deadlines. The newspaper is sent once a 
year for competition to the Texas High 
School Press Assoc. and it received an 
AII-T exas Honor rating this year. Mem-
bers also attended the IL PC convention 
in March to further their journalistic tal-
ents. 
b 
a. Sophomore members C indy Elizondo and Edgar 
Cabrera work on page layouts. 
b. Sponsor Carolyn Morriss has another one of 
those days. 
c. Staff members are left, Arnie Ysaguirre , Edgar 
Cabrera , Edith Cutillo , C indy Elizondo, Norma 
Jean Gonzalez and David Elizondo. 
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a. Norma Jean Gonzalez searches for a cartoon for 
page 2 while editor David Elizondo lays out the 
front page. 
b. Sports page editor Edith Castillo fits copy to 
the page. 
c. Editorial page editor Norma Jean Gonzalez cor-
rects copy. 
Beor s T ole-Actw,t.es 75 
Drama-International 
Being a hard-working and active club 
is one thing , but becoming international 
is another. That's what the PSJA Drama 
Department, now the International Thes-
pian Society Troupe 1295 has accom-
plished , and it wasn 't easy. First of all the 
Drama Department had to have at least 
seven active members who have individu-
ally become international thespians. This 
can only be done by having obtained ten 
or more points while working on various 
projects. Once an organization meets all 
the requirements it is thereby accepted 
as an International Thespian Troupe. 
Ever since last year when Drama 
received a new sponsor, Gilbert Zepeda , 
the club has been non-stop on all its plans 
for the future. This year the Thespians 
have produced a number of perform-
7b--Act ,v1 t ,es-Thesp,ons 
and Proud of it! 
ances and shows including a one -act 
play . a variety show, and this year 's full 
length production of Lewis Carroll ' s 
"Alice in Wonderland." 
This play with a cast of 26, brought 
over 5 ,000 elementary students into the 
high school auditorium. Colorful set and 
elaborate costumes were just a part of 
the magic experienced by the viewers 
who witnessed the arrival of Wonder-
land. Although the Thespians found it 
quite exhausting to produce such a play 
the common thought among themselves 
was' it was worth it. " 
The Thespians are headed this year by 
Peter Alexander, president and spon-
sored again by Gilbert Zepeda. Surely a 
club that will be going places , the Thespi -
ans do it together. 
d 
o.) Thespion's sponsor, Gilbert Zepeda , went to all 
extremes in working with the club. 
b.) "Alice in Wonderland" went down in PSJA 
history os the Thespians first productions. 
c.) Thespian members ore front row I to r: Trisha 
Nunn; Secretory, Janie Sandoval; T reosurer. Lilia 
Rosales; Vice-President, Bart Farar ; Jun ior Rep., 
Peter Alexander; President, middle row I to r: Jerry 
Mcinnis, Irma Rodriguez, Roy Trevino, Freddy 
Trevino, Beth Gossett, Esmer Bocanegra; Senior 
Rep. , bock row I to r: Martha Hernandez, Valerie 
Bauer, Eliud Cabrera, Eddie Acosta , Andy 
Sauceda, Gene Nunn, Eddie Guzman, Jaime 
Palacios, Oscar Munoz; Soph. Rep. 
d.) "Mama" Doyle is o big asset to the Thespians. 
e.) The Fabulous Five bottle it out to see who will 
get the lead of the next production. 
f .) Thespian members react to the news of 
producing "Don Quixote of LaMancha" os this 
year's One-Act ploy. 
Tomorrow's Teachers 
Are Here Today 
The purpose of the Future Teachers of 
America s to better prepare nterested 
studen for a career in the fie d of edu -
cation. The members of the club helped 
some of the teachers around campus 
grade papers and some did a little tutor-
ing or he sake of helping their fellow 
students. 
The club me every other Thursday to 
organize fundrais1ng projects and to dis-
cuss different methods of earning suffi-
c,ent points in order to attend the state 
convent on , which was held in San Anto-
nio in February. Aside from that tr·p , 
FT A members also attended the dis rict 
convention in Mission , in November 
a ong w th their dis ric off icers Pat 
Moran who is Recording Secre ary and 
Elda Melendez who is Treasurer. 
a .) Members are . to r. Norma Soto , Diana 
Hernandez, Imelda Pa lacios, Ric~y Barboza , Nora 
Soto , Dinora Zapata , Sandra Flores , Elda 
Melendez. 
b .) Sponsors ore: Mrs . Terry Doffing and Mr. 
Rodney Newberg. 
c., Officers are . or D. Hernandez, T reosurer· N. 
Soto, Secretory· E. Melendez, President; N. Soto, 
H,s or.an D. Zapata , V,ce-Pres,dent. 
78 A •-.,•ie PA 
Members ore eft lo right Jesse Garza, Becky Abrego, Vice-President· Dinora Zapata, Madame Calhoun, 
Beth Gossett, Patsy Moran , Lori De Leon, President· San Juanita Sanchez, Barbra Goodwyn, Liza Meza. 
Photo Club 
Teaches Basics 
The purpose of the Photography Club 
was to give interested students bas ic 
knowledge as to photographic techni-
ques. 
Headed by Mr. James Torline and Mr. 
Ramon Alvarez, this organization con-
sisted of eleven members which met 
every other Thursday in room K-102. The 
requirements for club membership were 
good academic standing. 
The members of the club worked 
toward making field trips possible to 
such places as Santa Anna National 
Wildlife Refuge , Gladys Porter Zoo and 
Port Isabel. 
Member s are kneeling Cesar Hernandez , 
President· San Juanita Sanchez, Vice-President· 
Elda Davila, Secretary-Treasurer. Standing Mr. 
Torline, Mary Mata, Austin Lui, Emily Salinas, Mike 
Rose, Maurice Pentico Jr., Carmen Ortiz, Idalia 
Cavazos, Janie Coronado, Not shown is Kyong 
Kim, Reporter. 
Le Club Francais 
Est Chic 
The Circle of French Friends, better 
known as simply the French Club, was an 
organization for anyone interested in 
enhancing their knowledge of the French 
and their culture. 
The French Club, which was headed by 
Madame Linda Calhoun and consisted of 
12 members, met every first and third 
Monday of the month after school. 
The requirements for club membership 
were that the students be enrolled in 
either French I or II. 
The club had several fundraising pro-
jects, and on March 14 they were hosts 
for the Valleywide French Symposium. 
Photo Club Frenc~ Club--Act1v1t,e\-Jq 
Farming 
Appeals 
To Ag Students 
Breeding livestock and raising crops 
are mainly what the Future Farmers of 
America is all about. If you think it's an 
unappealing and trite occupation , think 
aga in because to begin with each indi-
vidual of the 51 members must have 
been enrolled in vocational agriculture or 
have completed four years of agriculture 
and have graduated in order to achieve 
agricultural leadersh ip and development 
goals. 
This year the FFA chapter , led by 
sponsors Sidney Ford and James Dreibel-
bis , earned sweepstake honors in the 
annua l All-Valley Winter Vegetable show 
with a totoal of 334 points. A long with 
the vegetable show they attended live-
stock shows, area conventions and the 
FFA state convention. What a busy club! 
a. Kenneth Beamsley, FFA vice president, was an 
outstand ing member in the 1980-8 I school yea r. 
c. Judy Smith looks somewhat interested in the 
day's lesson . 
d. This year 's chosen FFA sweetheart was Lisa 
Falknor. 
e . FFA members are front row, left , B. Cerde, I. 
More , Chunky, K. Beamsley, J. Smith, P. 
Arredondo, J. Garza, 2nd row, E. Cano, L. V1u9hn, 
L. Falknor, L. Funk, L. Vaughn, R. Renteria, 0. 
Cutilleje, R. Gomez, M. Kruger , 3rd row, H. 
Medrano, J. Dubose, J. Nusiff, D. Alaniz, B. 
Riuinger,R. Avalos , P. Williams , 4th row , B. 
Williams, D. Telly, S. Martinez, K. Jonu, S. 
S1nc:hez, B. Gena, V. Bauer, J. R1h1, F. Alonso. 
FFA s Officers ere front row, D. Alaniz, sec., A. Padron, sen .. B. Rissinger, pres., K. Beamsley, vice-
pres ., fr 





The Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Tri-City 
chapter of the National Honor Society 
or simply NHS has always been a club to 
look up to. This organization, with its 
three sponsors , E.J. Ballew Jo Ann Doff-
ing, and Karen Reynolds , helps to create 
an enthusiasm for scholarship. to stimu-
late a desire to render service , to pro-
mote worthy leadership, and to encour-
age the development of character in the 
students. There are 85 members in the 
1980-81 NHS, one of the largest groups 
ever in the history of PSJA, who must all 
have had an average of 88 or higher. 
They must also be enriched or academic 
juniors or seniors in order to be consid-
ered to enter NHS. All new members 
were inducted in November and 
attended an initiation party in Decem-
ber. NHS also participates in a few 
money-making projects such as: the Bike-
a-Thon for cystic fibrosis victims , and 
their annual selling of candy. 
a. Officers are kneeling left: Edward Miner-
Parl .. Raul Soto-V.Pres .. Freddy Hallock-Pres .. 
standing 1eft are: San Juanita Sanchez-Sec .. and 
Mireya Silva-Treas. 
b. Nadine Liu cla,ms that being in NHS 1s pretty 
heavy stuff. 
c. The famous initiation dunce cap. 
d. " Boy! Am I glad that today ,s the last day to 
wear this crazy hat! exclaims Freddie Martinez. 
e. Mr. E.J . Ballew participates actively being an 
NHS sponsor. 
f. What do you mean I look ridiculous?' Nelly 
Flores says with a sneer. 
d 
NHS members for 1980-81 are from bottom , left 
Mireya Silva, Janie Sanchez, Susie Gonzalez, Irene 
Villescas, Cheryl Jackson, Nora Martinez, Susie 
Bandin, Sandra Valdez and Diana Quesada . 2nd 
Row: Tony Rosas, Xavier Cazares, Matilde Montez, 
Carolina Hernandez, Sandra Guardiola, Diana 
Chapa, Diana Hernandez, Imelda Palacios, Odilia 
Rios , (directly behind) Kyong Kim, Janie Coronado, 
Monica Mendez, Nelly Flores, Janie Rodriguez 
(directly behind) Elva Soza, Sandra Nino. 3rd Row: 
Porfirio Navarro, Cheryl Stevenson, Virginia Cam-
eron, Francis Ayala, Norma Ureste, Rosario Alva-
rado. 4th Row: Homer Meza, Freddie Martinez, 
Robert Vasquez. 5th Row: Michael Uhrbrock, Juan 
Regalado, Leo Alvarado, Freddy Hallock, Carmel 
Lopez, Hortencia Garza , (directly behind) Belinda 
Soto, Olivia Buenrostro, Leslie Lemen . 6th Row: 
Miguel Escaname, Eleazar Salazar, Karl Crank, 
Eddie Miner, Raul Soto, Jonathan Robles, Michael 
Wilhite, Raymond York, Roel Moncivais, Nadine 
Liu, Linda Schultz. (Upper right edge) Wendy Hal-
lock, Rosie Chapa, Iris Gonzalez, Carmen Hernan-
dez. 
Activities-NHS 83 
a) Gilbert Zepeda just directs and d irects and 
directs and directs ... 
b) Dramatic competitors ore left bottom : Johnny 
Moreno, Valerie Bauer, Eliud Cabrera, Trisha Nunn, 
Freddie Trevino, Roy Trevino. Next Row: Ronnie 
Saenz, Ed9ar Cabrera, Hermila Sanchez, Jaime 
Palacios, Lilia Rosalez, Eddie Acosta, Robert 
Guerra. Top Row : Anita Fann, Oscar Munoz, Eddie 
Guzman, Beth Gossett, Bart Farar, Gene Nunn, and 
Daniel Hawkins. 
c) Beth Gossett and Freddie Trevino performed 
Neil Simon 's " Last of the Red-Hot Lovers" for UIL 
competition, the big smock-ola ! 
d) Bart Farar and Lilia Rosalez let their ha ir down 
in their interpretation of the Broadway hit " Hair ." 
e) Speaking competitors ore left seated : Johnny 
Moreno, Valerie Bauer, Ronnie Saenz, Anita Fann, 
Freddie Trevino, Janie Sandoval. Next Row : Edgar 
Cabrera, Roy Trevino, Beth Gossett, Jaime Palac-
ios, Lilia Rosalez, Bart Farar, Martha Hernandez, 
Oscar Rodriguez. Top : Janet Doyle-sponsor, 
Brian Newcombe, Jerry McGinnis, Raudel Garza, 
DeWayne Warden, Gavino Morin, Anna 
Caballero, ond Rey Martinez, speech coach . 
f) Jerry McGinnis takes debate , persuasive , 
informative , and oration to great new heights in 
the exciting , live by the bullet , shoot from the hip , 




U IL Means 
Consistence 
UIL stands for University Interscholas-
tic League. And boy, have we got one! 
The PSJA UIL squad is one of the tough-
est in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. Not 
only do they win, but they are also well 
liked and admired by their fellow compe-
titors. 
In U IL consistency is the name of the 
game. Although it is good to win I st 
place in overall competition at a tourna-
ment, it is consistency that pays off in the 
end. Coming in win, place , or show in 
several meets is what really counts. PSJA 
can attribute this consistency to two 
major factors: one is the PSJA coaches: 
Dr. S. Nicholson-Debate, G. Zepeda-
Dramatics , R. Martinez-Pers./lnf./Ora-
tion , L. Bounous-Spelling, C. Morriss-
Journalism, Y. Martinez-Typing, R. 
Rodriguez-Shorthand, A. Cron-Cal-
culator, L. Fain-Number Sense, R. 
Soper-Science, L. Wright-Ready 
Writing, and J. Doyle-Prose/Poetry/ 
U IL Coordinator. The other factor is the 
competitors themselves. Not only are the 
ole standby's great, but also the new 
crop of sophomores who are understat-
edly "great." This gives PSJA more than 
a fighting chance after the 1980-81 sea-
son 1s over. 
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PSJA UIL 
Still Clim bing 
In the past few years the PSJA U IL 
squad has been steadily gaining in 
strength. The Sq uad went from a last 
place in district in 1976 and steadily 
climbed up the "competing ladder" to 
come within an arm 's reach of first place 
last year. One reason is Mrs. Janet 
Doyle 's (UI L Coord inator) determination 
and spunk, another reason is the acquisi-
tion of an outstanding Drama coach, Mr. 
G il bert Zepeda. 
Mrs. Janet Doyle had this to say about 
her experiences with UIL: " I like my job. I 
like do ing what I have been doing for 
five years. It has been very rewarding to 
see PSJA climb from last place in district 
to second place last year and hopefully 
to first place this year." 
86 Activitiu-Ull 
b 
a) UIL members are left, bottom row: Martha Hernandez, Jaime Palacios, Eddie Guzman, Valerie Bauer, Bart 
Farar, Anna Caballero, 1?.ene Flores, Gavina Morin, Jerry McGinnis. Kneeling : Eliud Cabrera . Next Row: 
Rosita Rojas, Elizabeth Olivarez, Kyong Kim, Anita Fann, Janie Sandoval, Lilia Rosalez, Gilbert Zepeda-
0rama , Rey Martinez-Spe
0
aking , Lana Wright-Ready Writing. Next Row : Janet Doyle-Prose/Poetry/UIL 
Coordinator, David Keel, Freddie Trevino, Trisha Nunn, Rey Cano, Beth Gossett, Oscar Munoz, Raudel Garza . 
Top Row: Louise Fraim-N umber Sense, Tony Cron-Slide Rule , DeWayne Warden, Robert Soper-Science. 
and Raymund Red1evicio1. 
b) Non-Speaking competitors are left, sitting: Janie Sandoval, Norma Jean Gonzalez, Cindy Elizondo, Diana 
Rodri11ue1, Sylvia Moreno . Back Row: Gavino Morin, Gary Ramsey, Raymund Radzevicios . 
b 
OEA Coop Strives 
for Leadership 
This organization met once a month in 
the spirit of friendship and good will as 
they prepared their lives of service in 
office occupations. They worked 
together to attain their goals and 
pledged their loyalty to our nation. The 
only requirement was to be enrolled in 
Vocational Office Education. 
Their activities consisted of: a Leader-
ship Conference office training , and an 
A rea II Contest. Dur·ng Thanksgiving 
and Christmas the club organized a pro-
ject for a needy family. The club 
attended the Veg etable Parade and 
gave a Banquet for its members. 
OEA Coops favorites were o.) Matilde Montez, 
ond b.) Janie Guzman. 
c.) Officers ore I to r: J. Diaz, T reos. · J . Gonzalez, 
Pres.· R. Lopez, T reos .. G. Rodriguez, V. Pres.· Y. 
Martinez, Rept. ; R. Zamarripa, Por. · M. Montez, 
Sec. ; M. Salinas, Hist. 
d .) Members ore I to r: Sponsor Diana Longoria, 
Maricruz Salinas , Matilde Montez , Yolanda 
Martinez, Janie Gonzalez, Gracie Rodriguez, Rosa 
Lopez, 2nd Row: Audelia Villarreal , Edena Pena, 
Guiselda Coronado, Janie Guzman, Gloria Salinas, 
Mary Ledesma and Elena Sandoval. 
OEA-Lab 
Future 
9 to S'ers 
Office Education Association , OEA-
Lab is a club which helps promote office 
occupations and develop leadership in 
students. Since office work is one of the 
mos h ghly sought after careers chosen 
by students, an organization such as 
OEA-Lab will pay off greatly for their 
future. 
To be a member of OEA-Lab a stu-
dent must f rst be enrolled in VOE Voca-
tional Office Education. This year the 
club has busied itself in manners ranging 
from sell ng candy for the Special Olym 
pies at the beginning of the year to state 
compe ifons held ·n Apr;I. 
OEA-Lab is headed this year by Elda 
Melendez as president and is sponsored 
by Ms. Noelia Guajardo. A club work"ng 
to produce the 9 to 5' ers of tomorrow 
OEA-Lab puts office training to work. 
88-Act,. t,es-OEA Lob 
b 
o.) Elda Melendez keeps herself busy os OEA-Lob president. 
b.) OEA-Lob members for 1980-81 ore bottom left to right: E. Gomez, S. Anzures, R. Garza , J. Cano, I. 
Vallejo; top left to right: 0. Rodriguez, L. Gomez, E. Melendez, E. Estrada , J. Macias, G . Vmescas. 
c.) Rosie Garza burns those keys with the speed of sound. 
d.) Veronica Aleman ond e.) Irma Vollejo were 1980-81 OEA-Lob Sweethearts. 
f.) OEA-Lob officers for 1980-81 ore left to right: N. Guajardo--sponsor· J . Macias-reporter· N. Villarreal 
- treasurer· R. Garza-vice-president· E. Melendez-president· J. Cono-- treosurer· E. Gomez-secretory· 





Office Education Association is a club 
open to students enrolled in Vocational 
Office Education. Here students develop 
leadership in the field of office educa-
tion. Students participated in a variety 
of activities throughout the year. These 
included initiation of new members , 
installation of officers , Area , State and 
National Leadership Contests , club pro-
jects and an Employer-Employee Ban -
quet. Students have chosen office work 
because it is one of the most quickly 
developing careers. It demands a variety 
of skills such as filing , typing, duplicating 
and business-related areas . 
Migran / Lab favorites were Janie Gonzalez and 
Ric~ Barbosa. 
a. Sandra Nino was the Coop/ Migrant favorite. 
b. Khris Luera f nishes off her assignment. 
c. OEA Combination Migrant Members : Kneeling (I to rl are : Ludivina Guerra a
nd Rosa Torres, Standing are: 
Melba Alanis, Sponsor· Ricky Barbosa, Lupe Gamez, Melissa Hernandez, Lupe
 Hernandez, Angie Villarreal, 
Mary Linda Ovalle, Sandra Nino, Elena Saucedo, Mary Bernal, Eleticia Casas, 
Gracie Garcia, Anita Munoz, 
Leticia Soto and Khris Luera. 
OEA Combination/ Migrant Club Officers are (I tor) Melba Alanis Sponsor: Lupe Gamez, Rept. Melissa Hernandez, Lab Treas .. Mary Linda Ovalle, Parl ., Sandra Nino, 
Pres .. Bena Saucedo, Sec .. Eleticia Casas, V. Pres .. Anita Munoz, Coop Treas .. and Leticia Soto, Hist. 
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Lights! 
It's VICA! 
PSJA-TY YICA is really on the ball 
making this their third successful year. 
This years activities included the contin-
uation of producing public service pro-
grams, video taping , high school sport-
ing, academic and social events, and 
competing at district and state level in 
TV. 
PSJA-TV has earned for the past two 
years the title of first in state competi-
tions. This year with the filming of three 
new productions including a full-length 
play presented by the Thespian Club, 
VICA was bound to do just as good. 
Mass Communications is the class in 
which students enroll in order to become 
a member of VICA. This class is divided 
into morning and afternoon sessions 
which are both three hours long. 
Together with sponsor, Rey Martinez and 
assistant, Mauro Trevino the club helps 
to promote leadership, preparation for 
the business world and worthwhile experi-




e. VICA officers ere front left Terry Maserang, 
Melody Cisneros, Eddie Cantu, Andrea Mata , R. 
Ramos. Beck left Assistent Mauro Trevino, Roy 
Deleon, Ciro Cano; President end Rey Martinez; 
Sponsor. 
b. Rudy Martinez provides helf time enterteinment 
for footbell fens by telling jokes, singing the letest 
hits . end even e few impersonetions ell with h,s 
entrencing voice. 
c . Jody Barbosa ettempts to seperete e TV-2 
cemere from Terry Maserang's eye. 
d . VICA members ere left to right. top to bottom: 
A Mata, R. Guajardo, R. Martinez, M. Trevino, M. 
Cisneros, J. Diaz, R. Tangunsa , C. Cano, T. Salazar, 
I. Rodriguez, 0. Longoria, R. Casares, L. Luna , E. 
Cervantes, R. Martinez, R. Chavez, R. Perez, M. 
Gutierrez, V. Garcia, R. Deleon, E. Cantu, 0 . 
Cantu, J. Barbosa, B. McDaniel, R. Ramos, T. 
Maserang, R. Garcia. 
e. Raul Casares listens end leerns es Joe Diaz tepes 




A squeak of the wrench, wheels 
screeching , a young man emerges from 
beneath a car on his creeper. Gently he 
lifts the hood and checks the water and 
oil and listens to the softly purring 
engine. The job of an auto mechanic has 
now been done.To accomplish all this the 
members of this club must be 16 years 
old and be active in club activities and 
willing to learn this trade. The club 
attended Southmost College at Browns-
ville in March to test their skills and com-
pete for awards. The club also attended 
a Dallas state VICA meet to further their 
skills. 
a. Raul Villearreal and Rudy Cantu work together 
to try and find the car's problem. 
b. Noe Rios shows good efforts in fixing this car. 
O fficers a re left Fernando Gomez, Jesus Perez, 
Richardo Ramirez, Marcelino Barbosa, Martin 
Salazar, Juan Garza , and Raul Villearreal. 
Auto mechanics members are back left F. Leonardo, J. Garcia , R. Cantu, N. Rios and J . Reyna . Front, left, A. Palacios, J . Mendoza , N. Rodriguez, R. Hernandez, J . 5anchez, R. Rodriguez, S. Ol ivarez, R. Alaniz, G. Shawn, J . Rendon and R. Sauceda . 
Auto Mechanics--Actr..,,t,es 'iS 
Tuning Up on 
Migrant Auto Mechanics 
To develop good, hard working , 
mechanic skills and to prepare for 
advanced technical study concerning 
auto mechanics is the purpose of 
Migrant Auto Mechan ics . A member-
ship 's requirements are to be active on 
all shop projects and to participate in all 
VICA club activities. The 1980-81 activi-
ties for Migrant Auto Mechanics 
included the VICA Contest, Awards, and 
Program Planning in Brownsville , Texas 
during the first week of March. The 
g roup a lso attended the State VI CA 
Meet in Dallas which was held in the first 
week of April. 
o.) Mart in Gan:a ond Miguel Garcia check the 
weather strip adhesive they placed in the cor. 
b 
Members of Migrant Auto Mechanics are standing L to R: R. Flores , M. Rico, G . Meza , R. Estado , B. Bra vo , J. Sa linas, F. Delgado, P. Guzman, and Mr. R. Zavala-
instructor; kneeling ore L to R: A. Zuniga , E. Garcia , M. Gan:a , M. Garcia , J . L. Guzman, P. Bautista , J . Cardono , L. Gonzalez, J . Rodriguez and J . Casteneda . 
b 
d 
o.) Re ne Flores con really get covered full of 
grease and grime while he 's hard at work. 
b.) Officers for the 1980-81 year ore stand,ng L to 
R: Martin Gar1a , Luis Gonza lez, Jose Lu is Guzman, 
and Pedro Guzman ; kneeling L to R: Maricela Rico 
ond Berta Bravo. 
c.) The boys think thot the best woy to get the 106 
done is together! 
d.) I olwoys hove to show them how to do it the 
right woy !" soys Jose Lu is Guzman. 
DECA-
" Business is 
Their Business" 
Developing future leaders for market-
ing and distribution is what DECA is all 
about. Their purpose is to prepare stu-
dents in such careers as advertising , sell-
ing , display , food marketing, food ser-
vices and others. DECA participated in 
many activities such as a bike-a-thon to 
help the mentally retarded citizens , 
money making projects and they 
attended conventions throughout the 
state. DECA attended a Leadership 
Conference in Corpus Christi and also 
attended the Area II Career Develop-
ment Conference , along with the State 
Career Development and National 
Career Development Conferences. 
DECA is open to all students who want to 
investigate any sort of career that may 
tickle their fancy. 
Eddie Villarreal was selected as DECA sweetheart 
beau. 
Susie Campos was selected DECA sweetheart. 
o. DECA members for I 980-81 are front, left, E. 
Trevino, M. Gonzales, M. Ramirez, R. Gomez, C. 
Gayton, L. Bermea, V. Gomez, A. Hernandez, B. 
Sarmiento, L. Medrano, A. Guajardo, T. Aleman. 
Second row, S. Suarez, J. Regalado, R. Cortez, S. 
Campos,A. Zuniga, L. Lopez, F. Lopez, E. Sierra, R. 
Ramirez, E. Chapa, R. Garza. Third row, M. Chapa, 
M. Hernandez, R. Pena, A. Zarate, M. Carmona, E. 
Villegas, N. Reyna, D. Navarro, E. Lopez, L. Ybarra, 
0. Pena, T. Mendoza . Fourth row , R. Daniel, 
sponsor, R. Villanueva, R. Vasquez, M. Ibarra, L. 
Lopez, K. Kirwin, M. Garcia, B. Soto, M. Garcia, M. 
Robles, E. Ramos, A. Killinger, N. Gonzales, R. 
Gamboa, A. Lazos, J . Lopez, N. Gallegas, B. 
Montemayor, sponsor. Fifth row, N. Lara, M. 
Cortez, M. Suarez, L. Mendez, B. Perez, P. Ramirez, 
S. Blanco, P. Garcia, I. Chavez, E. Torrez, M. 
Gonzalez, E. Villarreal, J. Gonzalez, 0. Soto. 
b. DECA officers for 1980-81 are front row, Alma 
Zuniga, Aida Zarate, Terri Aleman, Melinda 
Suarez, Ricky Cortez, Susie Campos. Second row, 
Ruben Pena, -Jesus Lopez, Rudy Garza, Ester 
Ramos, Belinda Soto, Angie Killinger. 
c. Mr. Doniel explains to his distribution class that 
"business is his life." 
d . Elizenda Villegas studies techniques of 
distribution while Robert Ramirez observes. 
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The Vocational Office Careers Clubs 
of Texas-Duplicating Office Train ing is 
on organization congregated for the pur-
pose of training undergraduates in 
becoming upstand ing , principled , and 
honorable office workers. Headed by 
Miss Criselda Gonzalez VOCCT-DOT 
he ld it's monthly meetings every first 
Sunday in the Vocational building. 
The c lub cons isted of 24 students. 
There were not any requirements in 
order to become an active member , 
although all students in office Duplica-
ti o n I and II or any person taking business 
courses were encouraged to join. Club 
me mbers in O ffice Duplication did jobs 
for the public such as booklets, tickets , 
poste rs , reports , cards, brochures, note 
pods, etc ... 
a. Officers are (I to r) M.A. Rodriguez, V. Pres ., 
M.R. Martinez, Pres .. B. Sandoval , Parl ., S. Olvera , 
Treas ., P. Gutierrez, Sgt. at Arms., E. Ramirez, Sec. 
R. Salina , Rep. and C . Gonzalez, Sponsor. 
b. Members are , front row, (I to r) Santa Olvera , 
Sherry Ann Mart inez, G lor ia Snel l, Bel in da 
Sandoval , Rosa Pompa , Petra Gutierrez. Back row 
CriHlda Gonzalez, Sponsor, Maria Cruz Garza , 
Edwina Ram irez, Anita Esquivel , Blanca Llanas, 
Guadalupe Cavazos, Maria del Rosario Martinez, 
Rosalinda Aranda , San Juanita Canales, Martha 
Rodriguez, Araceli Castillo. 
100 Act,viti .. - VOCCT-DOT 
DOT ... Working Double 
Among the club 's activities were a 
candy sale in September, VOCCT in it ia-
tion of new members in December ; state 
contest in Arlington , in April; along with 
the club banquet. 
c. Sherry Ann Martinez is working hard on her 
duplicating. 
d. " My homework!" cried Gloria Snell. 
e. Rosario Martinez types up her assignments. 
f. Santa Olvera, Rosario Martinez, Edwina Ramirez 




Developing skilled leadership qualities 
and the preparation of students for the 
venture into the wide world of careers in 
business is primarily what I.C.T. , Indus-
trial Cooperative Training is all about. 
Students who desire to be involved in the 
booming business world of competition 
can gain a headstart in I. C.T. where 
everyone is being taught leadership 
qualities in order to face the harshness 
and reality of business. With the aid and 
guidance of sponsor, John Carpenter, 
I.C.T. was able to accomplish certain 
club activities such as an employer/ 
employee banquet, a chicken Bar-B-Que , 
Brownsv ill e Contest , State Contests , and 
the selection of their own club favorite 
which was Terry Lopez. The requirements 
for entry and membership were to pay 
club fees and to fully participate in both 
training classes and activities in order to 
become more acquainted with the basics 
of business for the future. 
a) Mr. John Carpenter, the Industrial Cooperative Training sponsor, takes a few minutes of his spore time to 
inform Senior Ramiro Jasso obout o few pointers deoling with lndustriol troining problems ond their correct 
answers . 
b) I.C.T. Senior member , Alberto Garcia , om uses himself with his doy's hard work occomplishments. 
c) This yeor's 1980-81 lndustriol Cooperotive T roining club members ore front row left to right: Terry Lopez, 
Ric~y Ramos, Diana Sotelo, Javier Arroyo, Martha Vera, and Alberto Garcia. Bad row left to right ore: Rob-
ert Garcia, Rogelio Nava, Richard Sandoval, Felipe Gasca, Alfonso Gonzalez, Roger Mann, and Florentino 
Hernandez. 
Vocational Class Prepares 
Students for Careers For students who en joy working both 
with their hands and metals , an appropri -
ate field to enter into would be a partic-
ular vocational organization called Metal 
Trades. Students with hopes to prepare 
themselves for future metal related occu-
pations might interest themselves in 
opportunities of training experiences and 
techniques dealing with the advance-
ment of Metal Skills. Skills such as sand-
ing metal , soldering tin , welding steel, or 
even making something out of any scrap 
of iron are primarily what knowledge can 
be obtained by enrolling in a metal 
trades class. The club 's sponsor, Mr. Roy 
Rodriguez, intends to aid in cultivating 
the students' interest in this particular 
vocation in order to allow them to work 
actively on personal or community pro-
jects. 
Metal Trodes members are: first row left to right: 
Joel Garcia, Jose Luis Guzman, Leonardo Compos, 
Pete Perez, Ruben Rivero, Richard Guzman . Sec-
ond row left to right: Chris Cordona, Joe Lozano, 
Ben Flores, Jose Solinas, Joe Torres, Jose Quintan-
illa, Arnold Torres, Edelmiro Palacios, Javier Rami-
rez ond Ruben Gonzolez. 
1980-81 Metal Trades Underclassmen members are: front row left to right: 
Roberto Ramos, David Alvarez, Jim Borrego, Elias De La Gorzo, Aurelio Pino . 
Bock row left to right: Antonio Gorcio, Eleazar Gorzo, Eleazar Villonuevo, Jessie 
Alanis, Rodrigo Garza , and Heliodoro Cantu . 





Volleyball has always gone somewhat 
unnoticed here at PSJA. although there 
is no logical reason for this . After all the 
PSJ A volleyball teams of past years have 
frequently placed in district competi-
tions several times . This year is no excep-
tion. The PSJ A Varsity Volleyball squad 
took 2nd place in 28-SA district competi-
tion with 21-8 overall won/loss record 
and a 16-3 district record . The J.V. team 
also did well this year. This year's group 
ended the season with an overall record 
of 23-7 and a district record of 14-4, this 
gave the J.V . squad the district title. 
a) J.V. team members group together for a 
moment of silence before a game. 
b) Maribel Silva concentrates on defense. 
c) Eunice Vale goes up for a dink. 
d) Cindy Munoz spikes it for a needed point. 
e) Hey Carmen ! Whotcho looking at? 
f) J. V. er Carol Zamarripa goes up against a 
tough Hanno team. 
g) 1980-81 PSJA Varsity Volleyball team members 
ore left bottom: Leti Tagle , Carmen Hernandez 
Rosie Sustaita Leonor Salazar , Marissa Cantu 
Jenny Garza · top row: Lupita Fonseca . Cindy 
Munoz Cooch Julia Perez Sylvia Quintanilla , and 
Cindy Vecchio. 
Volleyboll I 07 
a. Linda Vecchio shows off her form. 
b. Eunice Vale has got that spirit. 
c. Sylvia Quintanilla , Leti Tagle and Carmen Her-
nandez worm-up before o gome. 
d . Reyna Leal defies gravity to sove the boll. 
a) Lupita Fonseca ,n action serving the ball. 
b) Cindy Munoz saves the ball for the PSJA Lady 
Bears. 
c) Rosie Sustaita sets the ball for a spike. 
d) Maribel and Monica Silva pose for a p,cture 
w,th Mom on Parent's n,ght. 
Volleyball ,q 
110 Sport, 
Student Athletes Garner Awards 
Winning awards and recognition is 
something that doesn't come often to 
many people. However, this year several 
outstanding athletes were honored for 
their abilities both on the field and in the 
school room. 
Perhaps the most widely recognized 
competitor in the last four years is Senior 
Carmen Hernandez. Despite her small 
size, 4' I I", Carmen managed to rack up 
several awards in volleyball including All-
District, All-Valley and Player of the Year 
during her previous years at the high 
school. This year she was also awarded 
All-District and All-Valley honors in vol-
leyball as well as being named All-Ameri-
can. 
But Carmen was not the only volleyball 
player to receive distinction this year. 
Cindy Munoz and Lupita Fonseca, both 
seniors, were also given recognition. 
Cindy was named All-District, All-Valley 
and All-American. She has been active in 
girls sports during her four years at PSJA 
also and has participated in volleyball. 
basketball and track. Lupita has been an 
active member also in all phases of girls 
sports. She was named to the All-District 
and All-American squads this year as 
well. 
Several of our football players were 
honored this year also. Martin 
McDonald, Bear running back and varsity 
team member for three years, was 
named to the All-District Second T earn 
for the second year in a row. Players 
named All-District Honorable Mention 
were, on offense, Robert Martinez, quar-
terback; Gilbert Salinas, running back; 
Freddy Martinez, wide receiver; Kevin 
Mason, tight end and Ernie Sierra, 
guard. 
On defense three members were 
named to the Honorable Mention squad. 
They were Pete Sanchez, end; Javier 
Cantu, linebacker and Roy Alaniz , sec-
ondary. 
At the annual fall football banquet 
more players were recognized for their 
outstanding abilities. Players honored 
were Robert Martinez, Offensive Player 
of the Year; Eliud Serna , Defensive 
Player of the Year ; Kevin Mason , Most 
Valuable Player and Martin McDonald , 
Mario Romero Award. Alfredo Martinez, 
received the Golden Helmet Award , 
sponsored by the Coca-Cola Bottling 
Company and Joe A. Garza was 
awarded the Student Athlete of the Year 
Award presented by the San Juan 
Advance. He received this honor for 
compiling a grade po int average of 
90.3529 over four years of high school. 
a. Lupita Fonseca goes for the score. 
b. All-District and All-American volleyball players 
for the Bears were from left Carmen HernandeI, 
Cindy Munoz, and Lupita Fonseca. c. Carmen 
Hernandez calls the shots for the team during the 
district play-off game against the Hanna Eagles. 
d. All-Valley picks from the Bears were Carmen 
Hernandez and Cindy Munoz. e. Senior Martin 
McDonald shows his running form. McDonald was 
chosen for All-District Second T earn for the second 
year in a row. f. Cindy Munoz displays her team 























o. PSJA defense goes into action ogoinst the Son 
Benito Greyhounds. 
b. Coach Ayala shows his spirit ot o pep rally. 
c. Martin MacDonald tokes o breother ofter o 
ploy. 
Footboll 113 
114 Footb<i I 
The 1980-81 football season came 1n 
with a bang , and went out with a whim-
per. 
Big expectations, overdrawn conclu-
sions , and high hopes-the joke was on 
the proud , PSJA football fans. The sea-
son ' s opener against Donna was a 
straight victory for PSJA. this sent the 
fans wild over the 20-7 score. Game two 
also sent the fans squealing with delight 
as the Bears pounded Corpus Christi 
Ray , 19-7. So much for non-district play. 
Enter 28-5A district competition , and 
the Bears showed off their true colors. 
PSJA began district play with a disap-
pointing and surprising loss to San Ben-
ito. This started the ball on a downhill 
roll. with losses to Weslaco 37-7 , and the 
McAllen Bulldogs , 38-8. The Bears broke 
their slump with a victory over Browns-
ville Porter. The rest of the season went 
by with no big surprises with the excep-
tion of the concluding game against 
Edinburg. 
The game was tense and the Bears 
eased their way down the field to make 
the game's only touchdown , the extra 
point soon followed. Final score: Bears-7 , 
Bobcats-0. 
The overall won/loss record came out 
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a Eliud Serna, Senior returning letterman is place 
kicker and nose guard for the PSJA Bears. 
b. Frank Vargas watches from the side lines. 
c. Much of the Bear squad 's defens ive strength 
came from junior players like D. J . Garza . 
d . Tony Ayala runs through a pocket opened by 
PSJA 's offense . 
e. Jaime Sanchez, quarterback for the McAllen 
Bulldogs, is in trouble as defensive end Ja ime Ortiz, 
goes for a sack . 
f. Martin McDonald and G il bert Sa linas watch 
anxiously from the sidelines as the Bears go up 
against another visiting team. 
Footboll I IS 
I lb Footb• II 
e) The tough PSJA offense trots off the field efter 
e long drive. 
b) Omar Palacios runs down the sideline before the 
big game against the McAllen Bulldogs. 
c) Alfredo Martinez catches the boll ogeinst Mis-
sion for a big gain ·f he cen heng on to it. 
d) Coach Chargois gives his squad e few encour-
eg,ng words to lift their spirits. 
e) McDonald goes up for e poss egoinst the Wes-
laco Panthers. 





Sets It Up 
The season started out tough but ben-
eficial as the Girls' Varsity team entered 
the season , winning only 3 out of 8 pre-
season scrimmages. The squad attended 
tournaments at Donna, Weslaco and 
Edcouch-Elsa. The girls won the Consola-
tion Title of the Weslaco Tournament, 
d efeating St. Joseph Academy of 
Brownsville, 70-51. Although the girls 
worked very hard at setting up in the I st 
half they just seemed incapable of 
clutching on to any major victories. The 
girls land-slided into a fruitless I st half 
with o won loss record mark of 3-5, win-
ning their only games against Memorial 
55-46, Porter 49-20, and Edinburg 58-48. 
But dedication and determination gave 
them a spiritual advantage which helped 
the girls to keep on going and prepare 
themse lves for the 2nd half. 
Girls' Var. Stats 
Jennie Garza # I 1-17 pts. 
Carmen Hernandez #4-319 pts. 
Cindy Munoz #23-184 pts. 
Sylvia Quintanilla #50-145 pts. 
Leti Tagle # 22-27 pts. 
Lou Ann Garza # 15-210 pts. 
Maribel Silva # 14-158 pts. 
Linda Vecchio # 21-121 pts. 
Carolina Zamarripa # 13-6 pts. 
o) " They never let me do anything around here, " 
cla ims Carol Zamarripa . 
b) Maribel Silva # 14, and 
c) Linda Vecchio #21, both show the spectacular 
facial expressions of striving for those two points. 
I IE G,rl, Vor. Bo,ketboll 
a) Carmen HernendeI on the move dribbles on 
down the court aga inst Harlingen defenders # 2 
and #5. 
b) Cindy Munoz shoots for two as Porter defender 
# 30 looks on. 
c) During halftime Coach Alme GonzelH discusses 
how to shape up the strategy. 
G ;,1, Var. Baskotball 119 
Varsity Girl 
Round ballers 
on the Move 
The Mighty Varsity basketball squad 
progressed as the second half of the sea-
son came rolling around. Tossing, drib-
bling, and making those baskets was the 
much accustomed action seen when the 
Lady Bears were on the go. After all 
points were tallied, it proved to be a 
very successful year for our lady round-
ballers. The girls had an overall fairly 
good season as their second half season 
won lost record mark was 2-6. The girls' 
all-inclusive record for the year regis-
tered an 8-24 mark. Carmen Hernandez 
and C indy Munoz, two seniors in the Var-
sity squad, proved to be most outstand-
ing as their devotion to the sport 
brought out a glitter of tough competi-
tion, uniting the team and bringing out a 
never ending effort to do their best. 
These girls, accompanied by Jennie 
Garza , Leti "Lettuce" Tagle, and Sylvia 
Quintanilla , were the only graduating 
seniors on the squad. 
Sylvia was chosen the team's Favorite Senior. 











Memorial 46 PSJA 62 
McAllen 70 PSJA 32 
Weslaco 34 PSJA 36 
Porter 20 PSJA 57 
Mission 31 PSJA 39 
Edinburg 48 PSJA 42 
Harlingen 52 PSJA 41 









The 1980-81 Girls Varsity Basketball squad is standing, left to right: Leti Tagle # 22-Sr., Lou Ann Garza # 15 
-Jr., Jennie Garza # I I-Sr., Linda Vecchio #2 I-Jr., Carolina Zamarripa # 13--Jr., Maribel Silva # 14--
Jr .. Sylvia Quintanilla # 5--Sr .. and Carmen Hernandez# 5--Sr. Kneeling are from left to right: Becky Garza 
--stat. keeper-Jr., Coach Alma Gonzalez, and Mary Lou Sandoval--manager-Sr. 
o) Cindy Munoz in o tough spot keeps o hold of 
tha t boll os Porter defenders # 14 ond #24 try to 
stea l. 
b) There isn't much those Honno defenders con do 
but watch os Sylvia Quintanilla makes that basket. 
c) Carmen Hernandez # 4 sets up the offensive 
pl oy along with Cindy Munoz #23 ond Linda 
Vecchio # 21 ogoinst Harlingen defenders # 35 
ond#53. 
d) Leti "Lettuce" Tagle puts it in for two despite 
Honno 's #20 crowding over. 
B•• otb• II 
b 
e) Bobcat defender # 33 hes no chance of block-
ing # 3 Eunice Vale's shot. 
b) Maribel Bo9hs races down the court fester than 
the defender #53 ; Maribel was J.V .' s leading 
scorer for the year. 
c) Eunice Vale thinks there isn 't much for the 
Henne defender to reach out for, once Veronica 
Gonzalez #20 gets e hold of that jump bell. 
d) Lori Garza #4 hes e tough time making that 
basket es e foul is celled; 
e) but she likes the result of thet free throw! 
1 G,rl, J.V. Boslotb<.11 
The 1980-81 Junior Varsity squed consists of, from left: Coach D. Rivera, Veronica Saenz# 11 , Veronica 
Gonzalez #20, Gloria Vela # 14, Eunice Vale # 3, Kristi McAda # 21 , Josie Mata #22 , Maribel Boghs # 5, 









1980-81 Jr. Var. Scoreboard 
FIRST ROUND SECOND ROUND 
23 Memorial 34 PSJA 30 Memorial 34 
25 McAllen 50 PSJA 33 McAllen 28 
24 Weslaco 33 PSJA 30 Weslaco 33 
34 Porter 12 PSJA 52 Porter 21 
30 Mission 28 PSJA 34 Mission 23 
19 Edinburg 35 PSJA 29 Ed inburg 26 
32 Harlingen 34 PSJA 31 Harlingen 24 




Continuing their practice and improv-
ing their game, the Junior Varsity bas-
ketball squad works hard. These young 
ladies are the backbone of next year's 
Varsity team , and a great one at that. 
Though they are still just learning and 
experiencing the pointers of basketball, 
they proved to have excelled well above 
their competitors. The girl J.V. roundbal-
lers gave their opponents a taste of 
tough competition as it seems that the 
games they lost were by an average of 
only four points per game. The girls 
entered the 2nd half with a I st half sea-
son record mark of 4-4. The competition 
became even more intense during the 
2nd half as the mark 5-3 , an improvement 
over the I st half. As the girls continue to 
advance , their chances of having a good 
Varsity team next year also continue to 
rise. 
G,,1,J.V Boslotbo ll 1; 
I H Bo,lotboll 
Despite high hopes for a district title, 
Bear basketball hit the courts with a 
resounding thud this year. Both varsity 
and junior varsity squads were aiming for 
a title but neither ach ieved it. 
What started out as a year full of 
promise and rebuilding for the varsity 
cagers soon turned into one full of 
dashed hopes as the team managed only 
a 4-14 district record for the year. The 
junior varsity squad, led by Coach 
Eugene DeSutter, fared better with an 8-
10 record. 
With returning letterman Beto Salinas 
leading the way on varsity and new head 
Coach Gabe Gonzalez, the possibility of 
being a district contender was bright. 
However, the law of averages was not in 
their favor as the team managed district 
wins only against San Benito , Brownsville 
Hanna and the new kid in town , McAllen 
Memorial. 
The Bears did have the second highest 
scorer in the district in Salinas who aver-
aged 20.7 points per game. Jerry Farias, 
of Mission, was the leader with 23 points 
per game. Second highest scorer for the 
Bears for the year was junior Frank 
lanelli. He scored an average of 14.3 
Bear Cagers Put It in for Two! 
points per game. 
Junior varsity high scorer was Greg 
Anderson with 15.3 points per game. 
Despite the disappointing year for the 
cagers, they never gave up their winning 
spirit throughout the season. 
b 
a) Noel Gonzelez, #22 , goes up for two despite 
the hand in his face. 
b) JVer Richard Escober, # 14, tries for Bear pos-
session after the jump ball. 
c) Frank lenelli, # 12, puts it up for two against 
Porter. 
d) Junior Varsity knows who the best team is! 
e) Yes, even basketball players need to look neat 




4-14 Season Varsity Scoreboard 
Although the varsity team managed PSJA 42 Harlingen 67 
PSJA 68 Harlingen 85 
only a 4-14 district season, they did get 
off to a good start. The Bears gave their PSJA 52 Porter 72 PSJA 47 
Porter 68 
contenders some tough competition dur-
ing tournament games as they took con-
solation at the Weslaco Tournament PSJA 68 Wes
laco 84 PSJA 60 Weslaco 
78 
defeating St. Joseph's Academy 70-51. 
Hopes were high as the district opener PSJA 59 Memorial 47 PSJA so Memorial 48 
with Harlingen approached. But these 
were soon dashed as the Cardinals 
proved to be too powerful and beat the 
PSJA 59 Hanna 82 PSJA 67 
Hanna 64 
Bears 67-42. The Bears finally got on the 
winning track after losing to Porter and PSJA 67 Edinburg 80 
PSJA 38 Edinburg 60 
Weslaco by defeating Memorial 59-47. 
Our team lost two more games to Hanna PSJA 74 San Benito 51 PSJA 66 
San Benito 81 
and Ed inburg before defeating San Ben-
ito and then did not win another game 
until the second round of play when they PSJA 75 Mission 
99 PSJA 64 Mission 104 
again defeated Memorial 50-48 . They 
also defeated Hanna in an overtime PSJA 49 McAllen 91 PSJA 42 
McAllen 69 
thriller 67-64. But that was to be the last 
victory for the Bears this year as the cag-
ers lost their last three games. 
Wins-4 Losses-14 
26 Boslotbo I 
Va rsity t eam members are left: Beto Salinas, Frank Gonzalez, Javier Cantu, 
Renato Sa lazar, Baltizar DeHoyos, Luis Villescas, Coach Gabe Gonzalez, Sam 
Ramirez, Randy Ysaguirre , Andy Alvarez, Frank lanelli , Johnny Lopez and Rudy 
Villarrea l, manager. 
d 
a) Head coach Gabe Gonzalez gives his players 
some tips during a break. 
b) Beto Salinas, # 3, high scorer for the varsity this 
year , goe s up for two more against Ed inburg. 
c) Sam Ramirez , #34 , goes for the iump ball 
against McAllen Memorial. 
d) Renato Salazar shows a future cager how to pass 
the ball. 
B•sletb• II 127 
128 Bo,kotbo' 
I I 
JV tea m members are: sitting left: Richard Silva , Jaime Aguirre , Arturo Senta 
Marie , Coach Eugene DeSutter, Aron Senta Marie, Javier Romero , end Denny 
I 
Garcia . Standing left are: Ro lando Alaniz, David Escobedo, Greg Cruz, Martin 
Ibarra, Greg Anderson, Orlando Munoz, Richard Escober and Jaime Salines. 
J.V. 
PSJA 57 Harlingen 
PSJA 49 Porter 
PSJA 62 Weslaco 
PSJA 55 Memorial 
PSJA 46 Hanna 
PSJA 68 Edinburg 
PSJA 43 San Benito 
PSJA 63 Mission 
PSJA 46 McAllen 
Scoreboard 
48 PSJA 67 Harlingen 
55 PSJA 61 Porter 
39 PSJA 43 Weslaco 
38 PSJA 52 Memorial 
58 PSJA 59 Hanna 
52 PSJA 40 Edinburg 
36 PSJA 62 San Benito 
66 PSJA 51 Mission 
51 PSJA 55 McAllen 














While the varsity team was having a 
trying year, the young junior varsity man-
aged to put together a good team with a 
8-10 season record. Players such as Greg 
Anderson , Greg Cruz and Aron and 
Arturo Santa Maria sparked the JVers to 
wins over several tough teams. The team 
started out the year with wins over local 
rivals such as Harlingen, Weslaco, Mem-
orial , Edinburg and San Benito. There 
were few losses in the first half of play. 
But turnabout is fair play as the cagers 
did not win as many games in the second 
round. Play was much tougher in the sec-
ond half. But all in all , the season pro-
vided good competition for the junior 
varsity as they ready to move up to var-
sity next year and hopefully a district 
championship. 
-
o) Arturo Santa Maria , #3 , puts it up for two 
ogoi nst Ho nna. 
b) Richard Escobar, # 14, ond David Escobedo, # 
4, fight for possession of the boll ago inst Hanno. 
c) Gre; Cruz, # 12 , catches the rebound ogoinst 
Mission. 
d) Gre; Andenon, # 5, works the boll in for two 






With quick reflexes and improving tal-
e nts th e P.S.J.A . tennis team came a 
long way this season turning out a good 
record for the year. The team had Janie 
Guzman and Sandra Garza ranking num-
be r one among other tough competitors. 
The tennis team attended many tourna-
me nts and practiced hard to stay in an 
improving tradition his year. 
Roy Iba nez ll<es ll quick swing at he b1ill. 
Bottom left are--M. Barientes, S. Gana , I. Hernandez, C . Davila , J . Guzman, N. Gana , S. Arreyo, M,ddle row-B. Gana , J . Vargas , R. Ibanez
, L. Bodden, R. Moral 
Top row: M. Melendez, M. Gomez, D. Cortez, R. Rosas, F. Hernandez, L. Alvarado, J . Olivia , Coach Kathy Gana . 
d 
a.) Raul Medina co whack. ncen ra es on g,v,ng the boll a 
b.) Leo Alvarado g•ves J 'm C t,on. , my onnors competi-
c.) Cindy Davila gives us that f . look. pro esS,ono tenn,s 
di.) kMarco_ Gomez gives the tenn,s boll th•t 
oo ,ng swing. ~ cool 
e.) Lawrence Bodden charges 





Since 1975 when girl 's track was first 
introduced to PSJA , these girls have 
always strived for that first place victory. 
In their attempt to accomplish the glory 
of triumph in the fields of cross country , 
50 yd. dash , mile relay, etc., runners such 
as M. Solinas , E. Barrera , and S. Ramirez 
cooperate with each other to make the 
best of their efforts. The girls track team 
has successfully shown participation in all 
track events. This outcome came with the 
guidance of both track coaches: G. Vela 
and J. Perez. 
d 
a) The PSJA short distance runners. 
b) Girl's trock members ore: left , bottom: Gloria 
Vela , Ida Monceva i, , E,mera lda Ba rrera , Linda 
Vecchio, Eunice Vale, El ia Sanchez, Nanette Avila, 
Kri,ti McAda . Next Row: Cindy Munoz, Martina 
Martinez, Margie Garia , Leonor Sa laza r, Mari 
Cantu , Maribel Bogh,, Queta Vera , Liuy Avila, 
Ro,ie Sudaita , Princeu MartineI . 3rd Row: Irma 
Ortiz, Adriana Ve luquez, Ma rt ha Sepu lveda , 
Sandy Ram ir n , Ma rtin a Hern a nd n, Tee na 
Ander5o n, O,ga faq uivel, Carme n Hernandez, 
Diana Flore5, Pat Hernandez, Lori Garia , Mary 
Donova , Maggie Sa linu, Maribel Silva , Lou Ann 
Ga ria . 
c) The PSJA girl 's relay team. 
d) More reloy teom members for PSJA. 
e) The PSJA short distance runners. 
f) Lou A nn Garia seems to be in such o hurry. 
g) The PSJA shot-put and discus throwers. 
h) PSJA long distance runners. 




As track season got underway, prac-
tice itself became more of a serious 
responsibility . Nevertheless those long 
hard hours in the hot sun were well worth 
the while. As the season continued both 
the boys and girls track teams excelled in 
all events. Through their undying dedica-
tion the running Bears have kept the 
track team 's tradition of being on top. 
d 
b 
a) Carmen Hernandex takes off warmups as the 
weather gets better. 
b) Robert Castillo expresses "It seemed so easy 
when I saw it done." 
c) Coach Vela practices his karate during track 
workouts. 
d) The easy way to skip is shown by Steven Gutier-
rez. 
e) Practice makes perfect as shown by track girls. 
f) Kevin Mason makes an extra effort for a few 
more feet. 
g) Oh Agony, this stretching is pulling my muscles! 
h) Last one is a rotten egg . 
Track 135 




Striving for the top has always been a 
goa l for students at PSJA. Needless to 
say it doesn 't stop with the track team. 
The PSJA Running Bears have proven 
themselves to be one of the best teams in 
the Valley, by placing high at all meets. 
Lots of hard work and dedication are 
taken upon by these boys. All the time 
and effort pays off when the ribbons 
start coming in. 
d 
a) Martin McDonald gets ready for another prac-
t ice ru n. 
b) Robert Guerra and Orlando Munoz have only 
twenty laps to go. 
c) Robert Martinez made it to state competition in 
both discus and shot put. 
d) Eliazar Villanueva see ms a li ttle concerned as to 
what' s at the end of the track. 
e) Trod mem bers ore : bottom: Martin Ibarra , 
Eliazar Villanueva, Oscar Salines, Mike Thompson, 
Kevin Meson, Robert Martinez, John Robles, and 
Orlando Munoz. Next: Freddie Martinez, Johnny 
Lucio, Philip Ward, Robert Carranza, Roy Alaniz, 
Fidencio Lera , Martin Fonseca , Bobby Rodriguez, 
Robert Guerre , Rene Aguilera end Ricky Guzman. 
Top: Eliud Lune, Juen Hernandez, Robert Castillo, 
Martin McDonald, Tony Ayele , Esteban Gutierrez, 
David DeHoyos, Art Enriquez, Richard Altehif, 
Greg Palomin, end Jaime Sanchez. 
f) Kevin Meson tokes o snooze during practice . 
Boy'• Trocl-137 
A new season and this year, a new 
field. These two things combined to give 
the Bear baseball team a good year in 
dis rict play. With only five returning let-
termen Omar Palacios , Herman Trevino, 
David Salinas Rick Garza, and Beto 
Aguirre the Bears relied on several 
unseasoned players to round out the 
0 ) Vorsity Boseboll Teom of 1981 : Kneeling left: 
Aron Sonto Morio , Xovier Conc:he , Ridy Gorzo , 
Beto Aguirre , Omor Po loc:ios , Hermon Trevino , 
Leroy Gorzo , and Arturo Sonto Morio. Standing 
left: Joe Costellonos, Ben Pric:e , Gilbert Solinos, 
Rody Benovidez, Dovid Solinos, Rogelio Rodriguez, 
Jesse Gorzo , Esc:erejildo Cono, Sol Romos, Corlos 
Quintonillo , Doniel Anoyo, ond Robert Vosquez. 
b) Cooc:h Bozon explains "Now boseboll isn't just 
any g a me . 
c) Joe Costellonos w:shes Rid Garzo would have 
brought h s ca p so that he c:ould use his glove to 
ca tch the b a I • 
d) Even Dovid Solinos has his share of strike outs. 
138 Vars ty BoseboH 
New Field Highlights Baseball 
team. However , the Bears were better 
offensively and defensively than in previ-
ous years according to Coach Santiago 
Bazan. The coach also hoped that the 
teams ability and attitude would give it 
the incentive needed to provide tough 
competition and a possible district 
championship for the year. 
The addition of a new field also helped 
the Bears. New facilities were provided 
to make way for construction at the site 
of the old field. With a seating capacity 
of I 000 many fans turned out to support 
the team. 
Varsity Schedule 
DATE OPPONENT DATE 
a) Herman Trevino comes up for an easy grounder. 
OPPONENT b) Beto Aguirre looks on as he waits to come up to 
bat. 
March 2 Villa Amarilla April 7 Edinburg 
c) Omar Palacios gives that ball that professional 
swing. 
March 3 Rio Grande April 9 Harlingen 
March 5,6,7 McAllen T ourn. April II Hanna 
March 10 Rio Grande April 14 Memorial 
March 12-14 Mercedes T ourn. April 16 Mission 
March 17 Hanna April 21 San Benito 
March 20 Memorial April 23 Porter 
March 24 Mission April 28 McAllen 
March 26 San Ben ito May Weslaco 
March 28 Porter May 5 Edinburg 
March 31 McAllen May 7 Harlingen 
April 3 Weslaco 
Vors,ty Bosebo I 139 
40 B .. obo I 
Junior Varsity Slides Into Season 
The PSJA Junior Varsity baseball team 
battled it out in district play this year. 
The team , in striding toward a rebuilding 
year had a large amount of players who 
were willing and ready to play. The JV 
players worked hard to try and accom-
plish a learning experience. The team 
found out about the thrill of victory and 
the agony of defeat in every game but 
this helped them to become more experi-
e nced players and to be ready for the 
va rsity next year. 
o) The 198 1 Beo rJuniorVorsitybosebollteom. 
b) Jesse Garza cotches o fly boll during proctice. 
c) Jaime Aguirre proctices his throwing while mi,n-




They ' re not seaweed , they're not fish , 
they are the 1980-81 swimming Bears. 
Their goal is not to win or lose but to 
have pride in being a lifesaver . These 
Bears are not only excellent swimmers 
but also possess techniques that only a 
swimmer can know in helping a drowning 
person. 
This year things did not go quite as 
planned for the swimmers , due to the 
lack of cooperation by mother nature 
and a broken water pump. However the 
PSJA swimmers had an excellent year 
despite these setbacks. For the first time 
in history , the swimming team brought 
home a trophy as the victorious swim-
mers placed second at the Harl ingen 
meet. 
The Swimming Team for 1980-81 are: I st Row (I to r) Sam Montanez, Wency Sierra, Ricky Tamayo, 2nd Row: Eddie Ramirez, Rudy Saenz, Gilbert Hernandez, lreneo 
Sanchez, Rosendo Sierra, Jaime Sanchez, Coach Jerry Clark, 3rd Row: Rene Calderon, Sammie Griffin, Teena Anderson, Ray York, Cindy Alonzo, Marcelino Robles, 
Alma Rivera, Mike Gallardo, Jaime Perez. 
Swimming l ~I 


144--Fa cu ' 'f 
School Boa rd, 
Administration 
Building PSJA 
While driving around Pharr-San Juan-
Alamo area , many of us cease to notice 
the growing changes in our school dis-
trict. Changes that include the remodel-
ing of our schools , addition of better 
equipment to various schools , and the 
addition of needed athletic facilities 
around our district are all in the process 
of be ing done. It takes a lot of time and 
effort, not to mention hard work and 
d edication, on the administration and 
school board's part for all this to take 
place , and some of us have seen it hap-
pe ning. Ex pa nding a school district to 
accommodate a student population of 
over en thousand , and keeping things all 
under control could be more than a 
handful for some , yet our administration 
and school board is doing more than a 
fantastic job in maintaining this position. 
Thanks to these capable and loyal men 
on the job, PSJA has a bigger and better · 
future for tomorrow 's stude nts. 
Hector Palacios 
School Boa rd President 
Mr. August o Guerra , PSJA s superintendent 
Ass ,stant super,ntendants are from left to right Rodolfo Lopez, Richard Light an
d Ernesto Alva rado. 
















as Head Principal 
For every school there has to be that 
one person at the top who keeps every-
thing running smoothly. At PSJA that 
person is the amiable and reliable Jack 
McKeever. Although PSJA is not known 
for being the most glamorous or sophisti-
cated campus in the Valley Mr. 
McKeever has done more than his share 
to maintain a reputable and sociable 
school. It is not an easy job to keep disci -
pline in a high school of about 2,400 stu-
dents and still expect each and everyone 
of them to keep a positive attitude about 
the principal. Yet Mr. Mckeever has 
managed to keep the majority of the stu-
dents with a satisfactory attitude. Only a 
man with such poise and aptitude as Mr. 
McKeever could succeed in keeping 
PS~A as a school we can all be proud of! 
a.) Mr. McKeever, our top mon. 
b.) Office workers are Thelma Mettlach , Angie 
Garza , Stela Gonzalez and Noraima Carrillo. 
c.) Mr. McKeever doesn 't seem to be too scared to 




As the number of students here at 
PSJA increase each year, the expecta-
tions of running a high school increase 
right along with it. PSJA 's assistant prin-
cipals and counselors are faced with chal-
lenges each day that required a lot of 
careful th inking a nd sometimes even 
quick deciding on their part. PSJA is 
extremely lucky to have obtained such 
capable and dedicated people working 
on the office faculty staff. Teaming up 
together seems to be the ma in goal to 
shoot for here on campus and undoub-
te dly , it's in the office staff too. Our 
counselors and principals are yet another 
reason why PSJ A is always at the top . 
a.) Counselors ore left to right D. Herrera , B. 
Flores, C. Willingham, back: J. Flores, J . Hancock, 
R. Zunigo , X. Alvorodo, M. Thomes and R. Alvorez. 
b.J Assistant principals ore L. Borrero , H. Gorzo , L. 
Romos and C . Co in. 
b 





Commun icating through the study of 
li tera t ure and grammar was the ma in 
goa l for the Engl ish department. Teach-
ing and gu iding students so they can 
express themselves both log ically and 
effective ly was achieved by da ily assign-
ments in paragraphs , compos it ions , 
essays, outli nes and free wr it ing . In th is 
manner students had the opportun ity to 
express the ir writ ing in the ir own words. 
This year the Engl ish department headed 
by Mrs . JoAnn Doffing ga ined two new 
teachers , Mrs. Irene Dav ila and Dr. 
Suzanne Nicholson. Due to the semester 
change this year grammar compos ition 

















Engl ish II 
Deanna Castillo 
Eng . Ill and IV 











English Ill & II 
Rosie Ruiz 
English 111 
Dr. Suzanne Nicholson 
English 11 & I 
Roy Trigo 
English IV & 11 
Lewis Weaver 
English 111 & IV 
o) Raul Casares gives helpful tips to Terri Doffing 
os she wa its to donate blood. 
b) Ms. Hilda Garza plans out her daily lessons for 
her cla sses. 
c) Library staff is left : Guadalupe Vecchio, Maria 
Carranza , Oralia Rodriguez and Thelma Hinojosa . 
Foculty 149 
150 F-,culty 
Math, Science, History, Make Changes 
Three more departments at PSJA are 
math, science and history , Each has 
added new personnel and has made 
some changes. Moth deportment , 
headed by Mrs. Shirley Saulsbury, has 
added six new computers and two new 
teachers, Miss Suzan Loza and Julian 
Mancias. More emphasis on basics will 
be seen as a major change in the future. 
Mr. Wilford Wood headed the Sci-
ence department. Science offered a new 
course in Advanced Physical Science 
because of the increase in top level stu-
dents. Personnel-wise, Mr. Robert Soper 
was bock teaching chemistry after a two 
year absence. Mr. C. Aguilar, Mr. E. 
Casso and Mr. A. Palacios were also new. 
This department emphasized that sci-
ence is a very large part of our life and 
affects every aspect of it. 
History added R. Soriente this year. 
Due to the semester change government 
and Texas History were now one semes-
te r each. The history department hoped 
to add to the students ' knowledge in the 
fi eld of social studies informing students 
on past history which affects us in the 
present a nd future . 
Elvis J. Ballew 
G ovt. A.S.P. 
Rodolfo Soriente 
A. Hist., W. Hist. 
Beatri z Alvarez 
Math, Sci ence 
J . P. Gill 
Alg .. Physics 
Noemi Castillo 
World Geog. 
James T orline 
History 
Armando Arcaute 











F.O. M., I.A. 
Sh irley Saulsbury 
Trig ., A lg ., F.0 .M . 
Hug h Jones 
Biology 
Eli berto Reyna 
Geom., A lg . 
Rodolfo Pa lac ios 
Biology I 
J uan Serna 
Math 
Rogelio Rivera 
Bio. I, G .P.S. 
A nna Carranza 
Biology 
Edwardo Casso 







a) "O oh! I'm ready for Hawa iian Day, said Miss 
Anna Carranza . 
b) Mr. Rodney Newberg has a s artled look on h,s 
face as he donates b lood . 
c) Mr. Jack McKeever head princ ipal , presents 
Mrs. Betty Winchester a money tree collected from 
the PSJA staff to help her in her retirement. 
Foculty 15 1 
152 Foculty 
Faculty Favorites Selected by Student Body 
At the annual Belle and Beau dance it's 
traditional to announce not only the stu-
dent favorites, but the faculty favorites 
as well. This year the student body chose 
Mr. Ramiro Castillo and Mrs. Patsy Vela 
as the PSJA faculty favorites for the 
1980-81 school year. The students voted 
by secret ballot and the outcome was 
announced at the annual Belle and Beau 
dance sponsored by the Sophomore 
Class. Patsy Vela is a homemaking 
instructor here at PSJA and is very well 
appreciated by all her students. Mr. Cas-
tillo teaches Government and Texas His-
tory. For the last five years Mr. Castillo 
has been sponsoring Student Council 
and was recently named district sponsor 
for all district schools. PSJA would like to 
congratulate both these teachers for 
obtaining this honor. The faculty favorite 
award is one highly admired by the fac-
ulty and quite an honor for those receiv-
ing it. 
o) Mrs. Ca lhoun teeches French et PSJA. 
b) Mrs. Mettlach is reedy for the next heetweve to 
strike PSJA. 
c) Mr. Castillo wos olso chosen es faculty favorite. 
d) Mrs. Vela wes selected es feculty fevorite. 
e) Mr. Zepeda seems to bee little cemere shy. 
f) This yeer the student body wes honored to heve 
the feculty perform their version of the Beerettes 
et the Edinburg pep relly. 
g) Mr. Wood gives enother one of his lectures to 
his biology cless. 
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What's next after high school is a big question 
raised by many a high school student's mind. 
Some may choose to further their education while 
others may not. Whichever the case may be , the 
Vocational Department is available to those wish-
ing to gain a little extra knowledge in a working 
field. Several courses in agriculture , horticulture , 
appliance repair , welding , construction trade , 
auto mechanics , woodworking and yes , even 
broadcasting are offered to the students on cam-
pus. The main purpose of the vocational program 
is to offer the individual the opportunity to gain 
useful experience in the field of technical work he 
so desires to advance in. The Vocational Depart-
ment itself is equipped with the finest staff 
around. Jose A. Farias, Vocational Supervisor, 
makes sure everything 's at its best. This year, the 
addition of a new counselor , Mike Hancock , 
helped considerably. Along with the rest of the 
staff, Wesley Van Matre , vocational administra-
tor, Leon Tyler, job placement coordinator, Tina 
Villarea l, secretary, and counselor, Xico Alvarado, 

































a) Mrs. Bonnie Horn teaches art at PSJA. 
b) Nurse Jeske patches up a students finger. 
Y-3 c) Guess who"s favorite teacher in the art depart-
ment? That"s right. Mrs. Mildred Billings. 
d) For the last time, the camera faces this way! Mr. Rey 
Martinez , Mass Communications director must have his 
bad moments , too. 
Focul!y I SS 
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Journalism, Drama 
Teach Responsibility 
Journalism and Drama may seem to be a lot of fun , but for those involved , 
it is long hours of hard work and dedication. Journalism itself consists of a 
yearbook staff, newspaper staff, a journalism I class and two photojournal-
ism classes. Ms. Carolyn Morriss has been heading the department on her 
own for the last few years. In the classroom 
the students are taught to think logically 
and quickly and write it down in the same 
manner. A sense of responsibility is taken by 
students in meeting deadlines , working with 
cameras , and handling newspaper assign-
ments. Although journalism hasn 't had any 
major changes, in the next few years there 
will be some expansion done. In the Drama 
department Mr. Zepeda has been busy run-
ning an expanding organization. Drama is 
now officially Thespian Troop 1295. In 
drama the student is taught to stand before 
others to speak and act. Many students gain 
on appreciation for the art of drama by 
competing with other students from the 
state or the nation. In addition to this the 
students develop a stronger character by 




Typing I & Gen. Bee. 
Mana Serna 
Chrs ., Acct. I, 




Drama & UIL 
Jerry Clark 




Tennis Coach & P.E. 
David Rivera 
Football & Health 
Business Classes 
Provide Experience 
By the time students reach high school many of them already have some 
idea of what it is they plan to do after graduation. Here at PSJA, stu-
dents are given the opportunity to gain experience in certain business 
areas that can be beneficial for their future career. Teaching the basic 
skills in business is the main purpose of this department, and by getting 
Oralia Tijerina 
Study Hall & Xerox 
the students to understand the material gives 
them an advantage when it comes to obtaining a 
job. 
This year the business department offered a 
new course in Business Management. It was estab-
lished for students desiring to learn the principles 
and problems in operating a small business. Own-
ership, marketing, purchasing and financing were 
just a few factors learned in this class. All skills 
taught are designed with the realities of a busi-
ness world. In learning this the students have 
already given themselves one step forward for the 
future. 
d 
11) Cooch David Rivera 11nd Cooch Charles Char-
9ois look on enthusi11stic11lly 11t II Frid11y 11fternoon 
pep rally. 
b) Miss Yolanda Martinez seems to find James Tor-
line's conversotion II little too boring. 
c) Journolism sponsor Carolyn Morriss gives 11 
word of odvice to the photogropher who dored to 
toke her picture . 
d) Janet Doyle gives II history lesson in Dr11m11 to 
the lnternotionol Thespions. 
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Office Aides 
Provide Assistance 
Besides all the principals, counselors 
and secretaries occupying the office, 
there are a few other people that are 
hardly ever recognized. These are the 
office and teacher aides. They help out 
in the office or classroom by typing 
papers, making copies and assisting 
















































o) Molly Thomas counselor discusses o schedule 
change with student Jaime Salinas. 
b) Even principals hove to revert bock to their 
childhood sometimes. 
c) Principal Hil de Gerze g ives o student the 
"watch yourself' eye. 
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Cooking for several thousand students 
and pleasing them all at the same time 
can be a rather difficult thing to do. Mr. 
Baldemar Cano, food services director, 
and his staff have been doing a pretty 
good job of it. Maintaining a breakfast 
ond lunch schedule that meets govern-
ment standards and providing well bal-
anced meals are just o few things Mr. 
Cono and his staff have been accom-
plishing for years. 
11 ) Mr. Baldemar Cano is the food service coordi-
nator. 
b) The c11feter111 11fternoon shift. 
c) The c11feteri11 morning shift. 
d) 11nd e) workers busily get ready for the 11fter-
noon lunch. 




Class Puts on 
Oriental Prom 
As sophomores last year the Junior 
C lass of 1980-81 suffered the conse-
quences of being the first class to ever 
not hold a Belle and Beau at PSJA. Lack 
of interest and support gave this class a 
bad name. Nonetheless , this year's jun-
iors pulled off various money-making 
projects and put out an outstand ing 
prom. At first the prom was scheduled to 
be held on April 24, 1981 but due to con-
flicting schedules concerning Student 
Council , Band, UIL, Track, and Baseball 
the date had to be changed. Through 
much confusion and telephone calls to 
the performing band and the photogra-
pher, the prom was set for May 15, 1981. 
The occasion carried an oriental theme 
and was decorated accordingly. 
a) Julio Trevino expects to catch a wild date for the prom with his passionate 
express ions. 
b) Junior class officers ore left Norma Jean Gonzalez, Rep. ; Norma Ureste, 
I b-4 Underclaumen--Jun;orl 
b 
Parl. ; Yolanda Galvan, Treos.: Marina Trevino, Sec.: Debbie Laughlin, V-Pres. : 
Lilia Rosales, Pres. 
Monica, Herman Chosen Junior Favorites 
Monica Alaniz 
As ·a Bearette, Monica Alaniz showed 
a strong talent for dancing. In her second 
year Football and Basketball seasons 
have been her busiest times while per-
forming for audiences. 
Herman Trevino 
Football and baseball go hand in hand 
for Herman Trevino. This year he played 
his second season of varsity baseball with 
the team and kept in training to play 






































Bar~er W esley 
Barrera Ma r, a 
Beltran. Juan 
Benavidez Jaime 
Bena videz . Rebecca 
Bissette. Kim 
Blanco. Sandro 
Borrego. Ja ,me 
Buenrostro. Ofin,a 
Bustamente Eduardo 
C abrera Laza ro 
Campos Ben.ta 
Intelligence , good scholastic achieve-
ment and great stamina are but a few 
words describing Veronica Saenz. While 
perform ing as a Varsity Cheerleader at 
the footbal l games and pep rallies , she 
has established a method of inspiring the 
crowd to continue rooting for the Battl in' 
Bears . Along with performing for the 
assembly at games, Ronn ie has found the 
liberty to execute another of her many 
talents into the enactment of two school 
plays , " Alice in Wonderland " and " I 
Never Saw Another Butterfly ". Her 
involvement in such activities as U .I.L. 
Speech , Thespian Club, Mu Alpha Theta 
and NHS will aid Ronnie in her future 
amb itions to attend the University of 













Centu . Gracie 
Cantu. Heliodoro 
Contu . Jev•er 
Contu , Merise 
Centu. She,le 























Chapa . Mario 
Chevez . Irmo 















De lo Gana Elias 
De Lo Geno Roberto 
De lo Roso , Sandro 







Diaz . Yolando 
Dimes. Fronk 



























Go ardo 0av,d 
Ga ,ndo. Ismael 
Galindo Joe 
Galvan Mar,o 






Garci a David 
Gorc,a 0av,d 
Gore a 0av,d Jerry 
Garc.,a 0ebb,e 
Garc,a Eddie 
G a rcia Hugo 
Garc,a lsmoe1 





Garc,a Juan Jr 
Garcia L,ndo Joe 
Gorc,a Mono 
Gorc,o Marta 






Gare a Robert 
Garcia Roge 10 
There 's a lot of talent at PSJA but few 
are noticed. One that stands out is Jun-
ior Eliud Cabrera. Eliud takes a special 
interest in drawing and hopes to attend 
San Marcos or Texas A&M once he grad-
uates. There's another side to Eliud. He 
enjoys acting and has performed in the 
One Act Play "I Never Saw Another But-
terfly ' and he also appeared in this 
year's production of "Alice in Wonder-
land." This year is Eliud 's second year in 
Bear Memories. He is on the Editorial 
Board and takes on the task of staff art-
ist. He has designed all artwork in both 
the 1980 and 198 1 yearbooks. When 
asked how he felt about PSJA High 
School Eliud simply replied " I think PSJA 
is the 'Notre Dame ' of high schools. " 
Wesley Barker 
quickly jots down 
the devious plot 










Gono , Juon 
Gorn, Lou Ann 
Gono Lou Ello 
Gano Moria 
Gano Olga Alicia 
Gono Rebecca 


















Gonzolez Idal ia 

















Model and actress: these words 
describe Beth Gossett the best. These 
experiences have desired Beth to 
become a go-getter in life. 
Beth is involved in Student Counc il. 
French Club and The Thespian Club. She 
also helped design costumes for "Alice in 
Wonderland " . Someday she intends to 
use all her abilities to get involved in a 
modeling career with photography then , 
afterwards , to become an airline hostess. 
Beth was nominated for Miss Spirit this 
year and has received trophies and rib-
bons from her dramatic abilities in UIL 
Tournaments. 
" PSJA is an excellent learning center, " 
Beth stated , "Within it we can get a bet-
ter than adequate education with our 
qualified teachers and counselors. " 
Gua1ardo. Ruben . Jr 
Guerro Edel ia 
Guerra Eleazar Jr. 










































Lerma Isidro Jr. 
L1non Elmo 
Liu Nodine 
Diana Trevino scans the cafeteria for her urban cowboy. 
lizcano, Rebecco 
Loera lrm4 




Lopez . Jesus 




















Moldonodo . Yvonne 
Moncios , Morie 
Martinez, Alfredo 









Marvin . Patricio A . 
Mota . Alvaro 
Mata Mary 
McAda. Kristi 
McDonald , Gr&cie 
Medillin. Lydio 









Mesquite , Morio 
Mezo, Elizobeth 
Meza , Homer 
Miller Michoel 
M,rondo Lorry 






















Olivoret . Delio 
Olivarez Sandra 
Olivorez Sontos 



































Romirez . Letty 
Romirez. Mory Lou 
Rom1rez . Noelio 
Bart Farar strums those strings for students. 





















Rivos Aquedo M. 
Rivas G,lmo 
Rivos Jose R. 
























The arts play a very b ig part in the li fe 
of Melody Cisneros . She has used her 
knowledge and creat ivit y in te levisio n 
production , by doing news a nnouncing 
and reporting for PSJA-TV a long with 
host ing a televis ion interview progra m. 
Among Melody 's honors are secret ary 
of PSJA-TV-VICA as a sophomore a nd 
vic~·- pres ident in her jun ior year . She has 
also partic ipated in state award winning 
productions. 
Outs ide from her school a ctiviti es , 
Melody also p lays p ia no a nd sing s. She 
uses those t wo ta lents for church re la t ed 
activit ie s. 
Me lody' s goa l fo r the fu ture is to seek 
a TV or perform ing arts career. W ith a ll 
her ambition and potential she is capable 
of great accompli shments. Though t hi s 





Rosales , Lilia 











Salazar . Mario 
Solozor. Mortin 
Solaz,u Mory 































Felimon Gauna , football player on the 
varsity team of the Battlin ' Bears , has 
been recognized this year for his devo-
tion and excellence on the field as well as 
on the school campus. Due to his success-
ful football playing on the field, Felimon 
was selected as Porter game captain. He 
was surely selected captain because of 
the devotion of most of his time striving 
to become a better defensive tackle 
football player for the benefit of the 
team as well as for himself. 
Gauna's future ambitions after he 
completes his high school term include 
going to college perhaps on a scholar-
ship , and play college football. His main 
goal in life is to become either a profes-
sional football player or if not adequate 
to play his chosen sport , he plans to 
become a highway patrolman. 
• 
.,, 




T rev1n0. Enrique 
Trevino, Ernesto 
Trevino, Hermon 
Trevino . Jonie 
Trevino. Jul io 
Trevino. Morino 
Trevino, Mike 
T rev1no, Ruben 
Uhrbrod, Midoel 
Ureste , Normo 
Volle , Joe L. 
Vollejo. Irmo 
Yorgos, Fr,snk 
Verges , Joe 
Vasquez , Adon 
Vosquez , A ido 
Vosquez , Rene 











Villereol , Heroldo 
Villereol , Romiro 
Villoreel. Rene 
Villorreol , Sandy 
Villegas. Caesar 




Wood , Kyle 
W,;ght , Monty 
Y orrito. Connie 









Atevolo . Vincente 
Conoles, Delores 
De lo Cruz Jome 





Nadine Liu hopes Mr. C. didn't see her drop her baton. 
I 7b--Underclossmen 
Longorio Mt11 











With every school year PSJA receives 
o new batch of students. This year these 
students , the Sophomores had what it 
took to be called a hardworking and spir-
ited class. During football season , the 
sophomore class showed overwhelming 
support and spirit for the Bears. They 
star-ted out early in the year preparing 
money-making projects to pay for the 
Belle and Beau also. The sophomores 




al Sophomore class officers ore left: Jonie Sandoval. sec. : Lisa Garcia v. pres .· Gavino Mo
rin pres.· Ronnie 
Martinez treas. Bod is Anna Caballero porl. 
bl Sophomore class shows spirit at o pep rally . 
Sophs Pick Lisa, Orlando as Favorites 
Lisa Garcia 
As an outstanding band member, Lisa 
Garcia has shown great interest in the 
field of music. Also a Student Council 
member and an honor roll student, Lisa 
has accomplished much this year. 
Orlando Munoz 
In his first year at PSJA , Orlando 
Munoz played JV football and basket-
ball. He was also a member of the Fel-
lowship Club and worked hard with track 
in order to keep busy through the year. 
SophomorH-Und•rclaumen I 7q 
180 Sophom0<es 
Ab1tuo , Eli sondro 







Agu ilera Olgo 
Aguilera Ruben 
Aguirre Cermen 
Aguirre J oime 
Alan iz. Dora 
Alan iz. Rolando 
Alcala Blanca 
Almozen. Pa tricia 
Alvarodo, Esmeralda 
Alvaredo, Lucil a 
Alverado. Tina 






Areva lo, Bemda 
Avo los Ro lph 
Avilo, Nannette 
Avila Susana 
Avili z Mirie 
Ayala , G loria 
Ayele Josefa 
Aya la, Monica 
Barboza , Maria 
Barker, Nora 
Barrera, Guadalupe 
Barrefa , Liza D. 
Borrero . Marrie 
Bomentes. Gloria 
8arriente,, Ma rie la 
Bomos Bena 
Berrios , Fernando 
Barrio, . Rene 
Batts. Chris 
Bauer, Valerie 
Becerra , Francisco 
Benavidez. Eddie 













"Wow ! She touched my hond ," soys Mario Cavazos. 
• 












Cantu Mor ,bel 
Cantu Mor,ceio 
Cantu Sylvia 










Cost, lo, Jo,me 


































Cue 1ar Danette 
Cue ar Gric1eld., 
Cue• &r Joe 




Dov o Diano 
Dav o Oscar 
De Ando Gon1olo 
De Bas Irmo 
De Hoyos David 
De o Gorzo A!e1ondro 
De lo Roso Ale1ondro 
De lo Roso Groc:,e 
De lo Roso Melinda 
De o Roso Sylv,o 
De Leon Kn, 
De Leon Petro 
De Leon Syfv,o 







Eber ly Meliuo 
Echeverria Joe 
Echeverria Mimi 




















Flo,.es & 1ndo 
Flores Chono 
Flores Edd,e 
Flores Fe ,. 
Elma Martinez and Lupita Garza 1ust cant wait o 
ge at that delicious cafeteria food. 



























Gorcio Lisa M. 
Garcia Mono 





































Gomez , Morco A. 









Gonzales . Jorge L. 
Gonza lez. Moria 
Gonzalez, Merio 
Gonzalez. Mario 
Gonzalez . Michael 
Gonzolez, Noel ie 
Gonzolez , Poblo 
Gonzolez . Veronico 
Griffin . Ammie 
Guaqardo, Alonso 
Guerro Corman 
Guerro , Devid 
Guerro El ise 
Guerra. Morie 
Guerro. Nelly 


































Herrero , Relph 




lngrom , Buford 
Jechon, Robert 
Jovregu i, Corfos Juen 
\ 
"Oh! Come on, you guys , I'm tired of 










































Mogallan . Arturo 
Molcias Rebecca 
Maldonado, Edmundo 
Maldonado . Jose 
Maldonado . Mari4 
Maldonado . Martha 



















Martinez . Jose A. 








Mclnn,s J erry 
Mc e, .Jemes 
Med ine Mer,a A. 







Mendozo Jorge Jr. 
Millen. John 
M ;ll,ce El,,obeth 
Mireles. 0iono 




Montelongo . Anobel 
Montez Guodolupe 
Moro Monuel 
Moro•es. Mor,o E. 
Moroi es Rene 
Moro,es Ricordo 
Moro es Ridy 
Moroies Yolando 
Moren. lsmoel 















Jerry Mcinnis ' speaking and art istic 
abil ity in the area of vocal music has 
placed him in a spot that perhaps many 
students would honor. Jerry is involved in 
many activities , including debate , choir 
persuasive and informative speaking and 
the sophomore class. During his freshman 
year, he placed first in persuasive speak-
ing in district UIL and second place in 
ready writing in district UIL. 
Jerry plans to become a successful 
lawyer and has set his mind on attending 
the University of Michigan. After college 
he plans to attend either Baylor or Uni-
versity of Michigan Law School. 
PSJA is a place of growth that pre-
pares us to meet the challenges of our 
coming life," said Jerry , " where we 
establi sh goals and dreams and begin to 
make them come true. " 
Sophomore Robert Blair is very com-
mitted to UIL, in which he often engages 
in debate and oration. Also involved in 
Drama, Robert performed the leading 
role in last year's freshmen one-act play 
entitled, "Captain Fantastic." He was 
also among the cast of this year's Thes-
pian Club's rendition of "Alice in Won-
derland." In "Alice" Robert role-played 
the part of Tweed led um. 
Choir is yet another of Robert's diver-
sions, in which he displays another one of 
his many talents. 
Of PSJA, Robert had this to say, "all 
in all, PSJA is an excellent school with 
high scholastic standards and a lot of fun 
to attend." Although he has still got two 
more years before graduation, Robert is 
already making plans for a future in the 
theatre. His main goal in life according 












Ortego Moria C. 
Ortiz Martino 

















































































Rodnguez Ida ia 
Rodr,guez. Josef,ne 
Rodriguez Jose 
Rodriguez . M ary 
Sports p lay an important role in Eun ice 
Vale 's active school life. She has a parti c-
ular adoration and un ique qual ity in re la-
tion to sports. Here at school Eunice is 
involved in these sports : volleyball , bas-
ketba ll, and UIL track . Other organ iza -
tions that she also keeps herself occupied 
with are t he Fellowsh ip of Christian A t h-
letes and Student Council. In her fre sh-
man year Eunice was chosen as Best A ll 
Around in basketball and nominated Best 
All Around in school. 
Besides all her active participation in 
sports and organizations, Eunice 's future 
intentions are to go to Baylor Universi ty 
and ma jor in athletics to make sports her 
career . As a ma jor goal in life , s he 
desires to become a successful athlete at 
a profess iona l level. 














Roseles . Andy 
































Sondovo l. Lorenzo 
Sondovol. Roul 
Sandoval. T ereso 
Sondovol. Yolonda 
Sophomores 189 
One very active student who has an 
ear for music is the one and only soph-
omore Janie Sandoval. A band clarinet 
performer and piano lover are but a few 
examples of her musical interests and tal-
ents. 
Although Janie occupies herself with 
interesting musical arts, she has enough 
time left to be in UIL Prose and Poetry, 
Number Sense, Drama, Science Club, 
PASF Spanish Dancing Reporter for 
Sophomore Class and Treasurer of the 
In erna 1onal Thespian Society. 
Janie's participation in all these 
organizations may somehow aid her 
future intentions which include holding a 
respectable job and perhaps ra1s1ng a 
family at the appropriate time. 
1 q0-Soohe..,0res 
Sonto Mano Aron 
S.i,-·••o Mo, o Arturo 
Soucedo Andv 




Sego"' o Mtvcos 
Sepulveda Johnny 
Sepu .,,eda Juof'\ 
Sepu 1tedo Ma,t~o 
Serno Arnold 
Serno Me ndo 
Serro W ncv 
S,ngleterry Mono 
s ... Ed I 
S l,,4 Mory 
S vo M~n,co 
S vo R cordo 
Slou Albert 

















T 01Ttavo Oov,d 
Tomoyo R,dy 
T eimet Esperonzo 
T er n,s Enede a 
T er no G ber•o 
T 1erino Leo 
T er,no Marc:e 1no 
T e,,,,., 01,,..,o 
T1 er,no Pete 




Tor res Arecel o 
Torres Elvo 
Torres Guodoiupe 
T olres Robert 
T re10 Juon 
Trev, no EJ, so 
T rev,no Mortino 
Tre.,,,no Mon,co 
T rev,no Ruth 




Ve osquez Adriono 
Ve osquez Hos 








V.llegos Jose Lu,s 
Voughn Juonitc 
Voug n. Steve 
Villo Amo,;c 
Villo Almo 
y; :orreo Cynth10 
V, lorreo Estelo 
y; lorreol. Juon 
V, iorreo Normo 
V, 10,reo Oscor 
Villorreol. Sendro 
Vlllorreo• v; iso 
Vil orreo Y olondo 










'Watch! It does tricks, too." says Mary Rodriguez 
to Sonia Cuevos. 
Sophomores 
Alvorodo . Melisse 
Borrego. Mino 
Cobollero. Mory 
Covozos ldol io 
De Lo Cerdo Susono 
De Lo Fuente. Rosollndo 
Bizondo. Sonio 
Focundo. El izebeth 
Gorc ,o Ennqueto 
G orcio Estelle 
Gorc io Rod ioloo 
a. Pruny Pruneda asks " Did you hear the 
one about the Aggie who was sitting near a 
tree .. ."' 
b. "You mean this isn 't English after all?" 
asks Sheila Coo~. 
c. Ronn ie Martinez cheers for the Bears 
SO's style . 
b 
Gorzo Letty 









a. Joe Palacios ond friend decide not to 
cheat after all. 
b. Eloisa Hernandez ond Lori Garza show 
their Beorette style. 
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230 W. Hwy. 83 Pharr, Texas 
781-9469 
222 Finonc• 
ARMANDO'S TACO HUT 
Taco Capital 
Of The Valley 
Finest in Mexican Foods 
42 Different Ta cos to Choose From 
Armando Elizondo & Family Owners 
I 06 N. Cage Pharr 781-1091 & 787-9873 
SCHOOL PICTURES 
AND 








McAllen State Bank 












70 I E. Expressway 
Pharr , Texas 
787-2231 
Brion Newcombe 




Flowers For All Occasions 
BRAVO'S FLOWER SHOP 
IO 17 South Nebraska 




IO I South Cage 
Pharr , Texas 











FRANK VECCHIO PAVING 
COMPANY 
If You Have A Lot To Do, 
Let Vecchio's Do It For You! 
Phone 512-787-5528 
3 Miles North Sugar Road 
P. 0. Box 684 
· Pharr, Texas 
Expressway Paving 
Specializing In Small or Large Jobs 
226 F,nence 
cJtinnett J ewelry 
Robert Martinez-President 
R & E Enterprises , Inc. 
205 S. Cage 




Insurance Claims Handled 
310 E. Highway Pharr 
Bus. 787-4117 Res. 787-8378 
Elij io Ar jona-Owner 
Auto Glass Service New-Used 
AD 
CLEAnERS 
D & M CLEANERS 
Cleaning-Pressing 
Alterations 
One Day Service On Request 
129 West Park Pharr, Texas 
787-140 I 
HANSHAW'S 
THE BUDGET SHOPPE 
and 
BEE THRIFTY SHOPPE 
I 13 S. Cage Pharr 787-91 12 
Oil Paintings* Art Supplies * Art Classes 
BETTY'S GALLERY & FRAMES 
207 S. Cage 
Pharr , Texas 
Box 710 
Magic Art Oil Paint 
and 







The PSJA Bears 
For47 Years 
Pharr 
203 S. Cage 
ff) hotog'laphy 
















Builders of Fine Homes 
211 East Boone 
Pharr, Texas 
787-2527 
Your Valley's Bridal Headquarters 
Discounts For The Bride 
And Her Party and Group 
The Valley's Most Complete 
Line of Fabric*Notions*Trim 
Grace and Bob Lewis 
I 19 W. Park Pharr, TX 787-1782 
THE REAL VARIETY STORE 
781-1892 802 South Cage 
Pharr 
RAMOS 
GLASS & MIRRORS 






I 19 South Cage Pharr 
787-4382 
MONTGOMERY WARD 
600 N. Jackson El Centro Mall 781-8300 
A 
807 EAST HIGHWAY 83 
PHARR, TEXAS 78577 





5 Thru 85 Tons 
S e c u r i t ~ '.'}~.- = 7 -
Stat~l?~---s-=~~ 
~-~-=---2-..2, ................. ~  
a..i4 ♦ • ~~j 
_. '~'"""ft!! 
I 07 South Cage 






American & Mexican 
Food 








For All Your Grocery Needs 
220 North Cage 787-32 I 1 
Pharr , Texas 
NORTH CAGE CLEANERS 
and 
TUXEDO RENTALS 
" For Quick Service" 
Pick-Up and Delivery 
Call 787-9045 
F1nonce 23 1 
232 Finance 
-MAGIC VALLEY STUDIOS 
*Natural Color Portraits *Senior Portraits *Weddings 
803 Main Street Alamo, Texas 787-4442 
El Centro Mall Pharr, Texas 
512-787-9411 
El Centro Mall Pharr 787-7432 
Augustin Barajas-Manager 
City of Alamo 
Backs the Bears! 
%ALES® 
THE DIAMOND STORE 
iiWJr:s 
I 00 South Cage * Pharr *781-8971 
Hours 
Mon.-Thurs. IO a.m.-Midnight 
Fri.-Sat. 10 a.m.-1 :30 a.m. 
Sun. IO a.m.-Midnight 
CONG RA TULA TIONS 
SENIORS 
San Juan City Councilmen are left: Commissioner Orlando 
Hernandez, Mayor Pro-Tern Arturo Guajardo and Commis-
sioner Jesus J. Solis. 
City of San Juan 
Finonce 233 
2H Finance 
Complete Building Supplies 
LUCY'S CAKE SHOPPE 
Specializing On Wedding Cakes 
Catering For All Those 
Special Occasions 
Tuesday thru Saturday 8 :30-6:00 





805 Main Alamo 
787-2962 
KAUTSCH TRUEVALUE 
HARDWARE &.LUMBER, INC. 
Lumber• Hardware 
Plumbing• Plastic Pipe 
Electric RV Supplies 
705 E. Highway 83 Alamo 
787-2721 
MACK SALES, INC. 
2701 N. Cage 
Pharr , TX 78577 
Diesel Parts and Service 
781-240 I 
MERCEDES-BENZ TRUCKS 




Named so~ the W 
la.r11est trade magazine for 
3-0 MAGNETIC , SIGNS 
"DESIGN WITH YOU IN MIND" 
PLASTIC 30 SIGNS MAGNETIC OR PERMANENT 
SILK SCREENJNG 
! .. @~ .::; ..,_ 
UHCIAflt lltc. 
787-0016 
1315 W HWY 83 - Alamo . 
* SILK SCREENED REAL ESTATE SIGNS * TRAILER SIGNS 
FOR SALE * TRUCK DECALS * au, PER STICKERS 
v ATTRACTIVE V EYE "CATCHING · 
a/ STURDY~ PORTABLE v DURABLE 









• TILE BOARD 
• CARPET 
• FLOOR TILE 
• VINYL FLOOR 
COVERINGS 
• PLASTIC PIPE 
• BATH TUBS 
• LAVATORIES 
• TOILETS 








Picnic & School 
Supplies 
Corner of " I" Road & Chaparral 
















401 E US 83 EXPRESSWAY• Pharr, Texas 
JAMES E. CAPT 
Insurance AgencY-
P. 0. Box 126 
726 W. 10 at Coil Dr. 
San Juan, Texas 
787-7372 or 787-4119 
F,nance 235 




McAllen , Texas 
8 S. Main 
686-8598 
" We Back the Bears" 











Quality Coverage of the PSJA School System 
Including Clubs, Organizations, Reunions, 
Academics, Sports and Administration. 
LOTS OF PICTURES, TOO? 
Pharr, San Juan, Alamo's Best Newspaper 
ALAMO PHOTO SUPPLY 
and 
COLOR LAB, INC. 
8 19 Main Alamo, Texas 
787-1 831 





Cameras • Sales • Services 
Accessories 
Also Studio Portraits • Weddings 
131 E. 6th-San Juan 
La Plaza Mall-McAllen 
201 S. Cage-Pharr 
CIRCLE 
G 
GO LDEN FRIED CH ICKEN 
N. Main St. San Juan 




WHILE YOU'RE SATISFYING 
YOUR THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE, 
WE'RE SATISFYING 
YOUR THIRST FOR REFRESHMENT. 
□ 
--.....___ '<....:......._ I I 
□ 
-- I~ ~00~~00001 voo~ oo~rooo~ i ..... 
Leticia Aguirre Jessica Lopez 
Diana Alanis Sandra Lopez 
Andy Alvarez Danny Maldonado 
E. J. Ballew Grace Maldonado-Srs. '81 
Susie Bandin-Srs. '82 Mary Ann and George 
Arturo Bocanegra Martin McDonald-" 33" 
Lezith Briones Minerva Mendiola 
Edgar Cabrera Debra Mitchell 
Susie Campos Ms. Carolyn Morriss 
Sylvia Cantu Ester Navarro (ST) 
Diane-Srs. '81 Trisha Nunn 
Elsa Escobar Joseph Orendain 
Becky Espinosa-Srs. '83 Hope Pena 
Belinda Flores Belia Perez-Srs. '81 
Amalia "Mi" Farina Delia Perez-Srs. '81 
Frank Fuentes Glendy Ramirez 
Albert Garcia-Srs. '81 Jon Omar Ramirez 
Albert Garcia Teresa Reyes 
Art Garcia Gilma Rivas 
Lisa Garcia-Srs. '83 Dora Rodriguez 
Jesse Garza Irma Rodriguez 
Mario Garza Sandra Rodriguez 
Melissa Ann Garza Tony Rosas 
Raul Garza Jr.-Srs. '81 Rosie and David 
Roy Garza Yolanda Ruiz 
Lisa Gomez Ronnie Saenz 
Imelda Gonzalez Beto Salinas 
Martha Gonzalez David Salinas # 10 
Norma Jean Gonzalez Lorie Salinas 
Celia Guajardo and Jaime Escobar Mr. & Mrs. Roy Salinas 
Cris Guerra-Srs. '81 Santos and Terri 
Belinda Gutierrez Hermila Sanchez 
Javier Guzman and Diana Chapa San Juanita Sanchez 
Melissa Guzman Sheila and Hector 
Carmen Hernandez Norma Soto 
Marianne Hernandez Sylvia and Jaime 
Charlotte Jackson Mr. & Mrs. Homero Trevino 
Javy Romero and Mona Alanis (Edin) Roy Trevino 
Bobby Jimenez Letty Vaughn and Luke 
Minnie Lazo Sandra Vecchio 
Becky Lizcano Estela Villarreal 
Buddy Lizcano James Dominic Villarreal 
...... 
Carmel Lopez-Srs. '81 Oscar "Mad Dog" Villarreal -
i Hilda Lopez Minnie Villescas Ina and Noel "Wowie"-Srs. '82 
□ □ I I -...........:: 
Finance 2Jq 
newSFOTO 
P. 0. Box 1392 Son Angelo , Texas 
"bed F 55 
Ab•d G or o bl> 
Ab tuo Ar"'endo-. bb 
Ab,t,o El ,cndro-180 
Ab tuc Lot c o-180 
Ab uo Ore o- 80 
Abrego Bockv -11 45 ~6 79 96 
Acevedo Mor so- 80 
Aco,1• Edd •- I' 80 
Aco,~., EI zobeth 166 
Aco,•o Joo-I 80 
Aco,10 R >be'1 ~ 
Adomo Adon- bb 
Adorno Edd•· 66 
Ado me Mor• 180 
Agu ••• -5< 80 
A9u ,ero Cormen-180 
Agu ere Morv-158 
"gu ,.,. Olgo- 8C 
Agu ero Re,ie-l'i6 
Agu ero Roberl 196 
A9u rre Beto- 96 
Agu rre H ar a- I S8 
Agu rro Jo,mo-128 80 189 
Agu rte Joe-- 6b 
Agu re let c - 96 
,._ ko, Dono d-o9 
A •mo Photo Supp y-237 
,._ omo C ty of-233 
A,on s Dov d-1 bb 
,._,on, 0,o,o-50 71 lb6 
Aon, :lonno-80 '96 
A Cil'I S Eiward~IOO 
A cP1 s ..1,ss.--103 166 
A••, Molbo-90 91 54 
A on s M guei--166 
A on, Mon co -ob be 
A on s Robert-166 
A ons Rev- 96 
A•on, B-80 
Aian1z Dora-180 
A an z R09el1e>-q5 
A on,z Rolondo-128 80 
A1oruz S.snt1ag~67 l ◄ S 
A co10 B!onco-180 
A ·e1ond~o Mor,o-166 
A omen Torry-99 166 
A eae,,der Peter-77 
A mozari Potr,cio-180 
A1mendoret Sendro- bb 
A lonzo Cindy--60 62 4 Ibo 
Alonzo F,,,..endo Jose--80 lob 




Alvorodo Ernesto-1-4-4 166 
A!vorodo Esmero do-180 
Alvorodo Esmero do 
Alvorodo, Hermo,- 19b 
Alvorodo Loo,o'-38 « 83 130 
Alvorodo Roso• o--50 SJ 6o 
Alvorodo T no-180 
Alvordo Xicotcootl-- 47 
Alvorez Andv-127 66 
Aivorez Beotnz--150 
Alvorez E.-55 
Alvorez Dov d-!0) 
Alvorez Moi.iro--lb6 
Alvorez . Ro~on-32 47 
Amoya Jesse-180 
Arnoye Jose A.-196 
AtT1er co'\ D omond Jewe ers--233 
A,-.o'f'o No,o-180 
Anderson Greg-128 fb6 





Anzures Sylvio-89 f 66 
-".,ondo Alicio-196 
Arondo Rosolindo-100 166 
Arcoure Armondo-150 
Arcouto , ldo-166 
Are ono Armondo-1 BO 
Are rl ono Mor;o-180 
Arevoio. 8.-55 
Arevo .o. Brel"ldo- o6 
Arevo lo. M o-166 
Ar,,pe rlo,-196 
Armon<:Jo I Teco Hw+-223 
Ar,.,.dondo . Conn,e-180 






""oyo Solodod-1 30 
Auto Mochonie>-9~-95 
Avo,os Ro,ph-80 ' 80 
Av, o NoMette-180 
Av 1, o Susono-180 
Av1 ,z M r;o-180 
Ayo,o Doloro,-3b 55 197 
Ayolo Fronces-83 197 
Ayo,o Glor,o-180 
Ayo,o Josefo-l 80 
"yolo Jul;o-113 
' Ayo.o Monico-ISO 
Ayo io Tony-I I~ 166 




Bo, I, 'he mo--48 48 
Bond n Su .. -53 71 83 166 
Bc•bozo Jool-93 216 
Borbozo Morcelino-95 197 
Borbozo Mor,o-180 
Bo"bozo Oscor-197 
Bo,oozc R,cc,do--78 90 66 
Bor er Noro-55 b6 180 
Bo, •• , w·, om Wes1ey-l 66 t/1 
Borrero Esrrero d.,_,.._ 5 S7 97 
Borre•o G1.odo upe-l 80 
8erre•o Hec•or-197 
Borrero Leone 13 1-47 
Borrero Let c10-1q7 
Bo~rero L1zo 0,-180 
Borre•o Morr1e-lb6 80 
Bo~rero Glor o-1 SB 
Bo~ .. ,erites Glor,o 80 
Bo~r,11tes Mer c.e o 130 80 
Borr,erites & Sons 23S 
Bo .. r"os Ele,,a 8 
Borr OS Fer d eo 
Bo~r os R.e~e- 8 
Bott, Cr,- 80 
Bouer Ve ere- 71 80 Sb bl 180 
Boumqortne Cor t- q7 
Beorrne \r Ken et -80 Q7 
lur Bend-68 7 
BNrolto,-66-67 
IHr MtmoriH--72 73 
Bur'• Tolo-74 IS 
Bece, .. o ~ .. enc sco- 80 
Be tr4 Cor"len- 97 
Be tro Ji..o n bo 
Bono, dez Edd e- 80 
Beno.., du .JO ""I-- bb 
Beno..- du Rebecco-166-
Benov du R.od:y-197 
Bermo• Guodo upo-95 2 6 
Bo•no lrroldo-197 
Be•ro Ju •- 80 
Betty s Go le•y -227 
B, ngs M ldred- 55 
8,uotto Kim---53 66 
Bio r Rober•-55 180 187 
B o,co Sondro---9q lbt, 
Bocosogro Arturo--11 28 57 73 I 97 
Bocono9ro E,morc do-57 77 197 
Boco eqro Ju.,">-73 197 
Boc.,~eqro Mo--co,- 80 
Beddo• LOurence-130 131 180 
Bogh, M•• ~el-112 80 
Borrego Jo me- 166 
Borrego Jim- 03 
Borrego Jo&- 97 
Brevo Be,tho-96 97 
Bro... Monuel-180 
Sro..,o $teve--- 80 
Brevo, ewer Shop.-225 
Br iones lez,+~ 197 
Buonro,tr 01 v o-53 83 6b 




Cobo 'oro. Anno 9 96 61 178 180 
Cobroro Edgcr--49 74 180 
Cob,oro , Eliud--4 73 77 86 168 
Cobrero isooc-180 
Cobrero lozoro---53 bb 
Co,n Chorlos-o5 141 
Coldoron. Rono-141 180 
Co'deron So" o-55 197 
Co ho1.n Lindo-79 
Comocho Melinde- 8 1 
Comonllo Marttto-197 
Comor11lo Yoiondo-197 
Comeron. Virgin,o-55 83 
Co,,,pboll Loroy-197 
Compos Ben1to-lbb 
Compos Leonordo-103. 1 97 
Compos Nolly-I 81 
Co,-,,po, Pobo-181 
Co pas Sus •-20 57 98 9q 
Co"~ es Mor en-197 
C4"0 ts Son Juo'l 'o- 100 97 
Co,che Rodol o-145 
Col'\che Xov,er-197 
Co"C no Ed1,1ordo-lb7 
Co,ic n.o Gor-zo o--lb7 
Conc1r,o Jon,e-, b7 
Col'IC1no Juol'l,to-197 
o.,c,r,o Mo~ o-181 
Co o Anre le-55 I 8 I 
Con Bo,demor-lbl 
Con Boey- 67 
Co•o Bel o- 167 
Cos< C rc>-93 
Co-,o Eagor-1qa 
Co,a Eo;-80 b7 
Co,o Evo-181 
Co.,o Fe c o"lo--198 
Co,o H d•- ~8 
Co Mome"- 98 
Co s 71 
Cone s:-noe;- t,1 
Cono ... ar. lb1 
Co, ver-198 
Cooo ko,-86 
Co,o R c,- b 
Co,,o ~n;-1 
Co,o Rov--18 
Cono Ruben- 8 













Co • .. S v o 01 8 
C.ont T moso B 
Co!'I• .. T oso 67 
Cop+ mrny 6l 
C-,p+ s re • Agen 235 
Ce b • (. 1 !:lo 98 
Coroono Je~1.1s-
i:o 7 c. 




Corr o Nero, 'Tl(I 46 
Cerr zo es Gov no- 8 
Corr,zo•es Geron mo-
Co1o·es Rou -93 
Coso~e, Xov er-SO 7 SJ 
Co.sos George--- 67 
Ctuos ,._etc o-90 9 98 
Co,o, Oge 196 
Co~o, 5.,,..d,0-198 
Ctnos T r,o-181 

















C m -~8 c... 98 c.,. 
Co,· c.,. 
Costr C:,uodo pe- t:,7 
Costr tin.o 67 
::es•r Mory 98 
C4strc Morco--181 
Co~tro Mor be-18 
Co ,. 600• ·••- o 55 8 1 
Co ozos G , bor+-8 167 
Co.ozos G1.1odo,1,1pe- 00 lb7 
Co,ozos •da o-79 
Covozos erov-5S 81 





















CrosYoondo 55 67 
C.rc • G-237 
C sneros Glor ,_ 8 
b7 
C ,r:eros Me q3 o- ') 
C "e"os Pe' 9 
C ,, .. , ... e ~., 
C ..... Jdrf"9S 18 
C •,...•!'\•• B 8 
CUchr Clul>-7q 
C • Co , C., 238 
66 83 98 






Contre ros - 81 
Contre ros Juo'1-1 
C !'l, , 1_ r45 e• c.;o 
-Ccnt1ero1 Nor, 
Cock She , o-66 
Cordcve Erne lt no 
Coro,., oao G u, 
ro~f e 
Cro"t Er~ 
Crorl Ko d-18 83 
Cron Aus' n 8, 86 
Crc, G ·og-128 8 
C t'l. l M , , no- 55 167 
C r.., z h e lmo- Qq 
Ci..e roce y- 57 
C 1.ie r•v•~l 8 
Cr..e o,ie t•e--, 
Cue r ce ido 
C,,e oe-1 8 
C1.ie ono-1 8 
Cvevos Sonio- 1q 
Cue..,os Terry~ - 82 
•• -226 
v • c, tho I JO 
O'I 00 O,on -- I 2 
Dov• Ede-
Dov "' 8 48 
D0i , e Sy v ,,_ 57 
0 e Os.cer- B 
D n • Go~••I 
De los 1rmo- l~l 
0 A-q9 .99 
OeHoyos Bo ~ozo r- 27 
DeHcyos Dovid-1 82 
De ,. Cruz Eddle-21 6 
De o Go rzo Ale 1ondro-l 82 
Do o Gorzo . El, os-103 157 
De a Go io Esmero ldc-154 
De ,o Go --zo Robert- I 5 7 
De 1t1 Garzo Sendr. -1 57 
De ie Roso Ale1e ro- 182 
Oe lo Rose Gree e--182 
Da 10 Roso Ma n-'.lo. 82 
Do • Roso Sylv •-, 
Deleon Ambu .onc.e of Phorr-224 
Deleon Cynd,-1qq 
eleon Oonny-157 
Oeleon Kr,,- 1 82 
~oloon lo,,o-N 157 
Ce eon No"cy-!99 
Do eQo Petro-48 49 66 82 
OeLe?o Ro,-157 
Deleon Roge io-8 
Deleo Rov-q3 
DeLeon Sontos- 1 99 
0 oon Sy v o I 82 
De'Ferro Corman-I~ 
Dolgod,llo Joso-• 82 
Dolgod,llo Yoiondo-167 
Oelgodo Anton o--182 
Oel90ido Eugenio--182 
Delgado Morio--1 qq 
De Torro Noe-199 
Denzer nsvronc.e Agency-234 
Desvtter Oion&=I 48 
Desu•ter Eugene-120 
01oz Bel"I +o-167 
D;ez Benrto-167 
Dez Evorodo-182 
Doz .,.n e-87 199 
01oz "'"" er-157 
Diez .,.:,eL 182 
0 oz Jose-93 
0,oz Morto-182 
D,01 Yolorido- 57 
D,mo, Frork-157 
Doff,ng JoAnoo-148 
Dofllng Terr,e-78 148 
Oonova Bert~o-157 
Oonova Mery-19, 
Dorado !rma-2 1 b 
DOT-'00-1 01 
Doty Rob,n- 66 182 
Dov•• Jonot-77 86 157 
Dov•, Shoes-236 
Ore,belb s Ja mes- I 5 I 
Dubose ohn-80 I qq 
D1.1ran O ena-194f 
Ourof'\ Jvl e-53 i 48 







Escobedo Glonco 187 
E,eobodo R•v ,6 
Espo~o ar be 200 
Eipo•u I\Joem - 82 
hporzo Normo-8 66 200 
Esp ,nci.o Bec~v- 82 
Esp1nozo Art urc-----1 82 
Esp1no.:o Else- 67 
Esp1n020 Fro " ~ 182 
Eso nozo Let c, o- 200 
Esp ,nozo Lyd ,o--- 22 7 
Esp,noto T ony-200 








s org. e-200 
s udel-96 182 
.-55 
verly Mel;sso-182 
Fo br c Shop-229 
Folkner L,so- 80 l 67 
Fo Ando 86 I 62 82 
For r Bort-77 86 167 72 
For,e, G eorge-l 67 
For. tu ..Mar, zc ~ 
For -,s Rome1 o-55 168 
Forr,s Mott hew-102 167 
Fe~nondez Edd,e-167 
Flores Ano- 82 
Flo res Bel,n d'o-182 
Flores Belindo-158 
Flores Beni emin-103 200 
ores Chono-182 
F es Oi ono-168 
Fores e f 
Fores Fe ,,_, 82 
F o es hoor - I 68 
Fores J- 41 
F ores Joe ~ 200 
Flores John- I 83 
Fores JOSe 183 
Fiores Mory A,in-200 
Fkires Mo.1 n, 
Fores Mke- 168 
Fores Ney 39 82 83 
---~- - - - - ~--Floro, Rov-168 
Flo res Rere---'97 
-------Fklres Roso' ndo 168 
Flores Roso M -1 83 
F·o,.es Sondro-78 168 
Fonseco Arnold-SJ 183 
Fonsece Efro,n-183 
Fcnseco :smoe -168 
FoMeeo Jeue-168 
Fonseco Lup,to-106 1Qq 11 
Fonse,o Mor'Hl- I 37 183 
F. 
Forro A"'••• M, -8 ll 48 4q 200. 205 
Forto 1s M.-55 
Fro m 1,..0u1ut-8b 
Froneh Clul>-7q 
Fventes Conn,e-18) 
F1,;er•es Fro,it - -200 
Fven•es Jon,e-168 
Fuertes Jose--200 
Fuen•es Sv'v e-200 
Funt" LCf e- 80 68 
Future Fumen of Americe-80-8 , 
Future Homemekers of Americe-58 
Future T Hchen of America- 78 
Goge Russel M.-200 
Go do l,mae-168 
Go . nao Jee- 1 68 
Go ,lerdo Oov,d-168 
Go ordo l ,ndo--e6 67 20 22 7 
Go .,o,do M,fo- 41 201 
Go ,lordo Nor mo-- 66 183 
Go ••gos lorerito- 83 
Ga egos M 99 
Go egos ~" o--20 1 
Go ,von Fowst 154 
G 
SJ IM 168 
Ge m boo Ros ai rio-9q I 68 
m u n -168 
0.91 
-----,- - - Gore• 
Gere,o Do,.. d 68 
Gor~ o Oe-, d ye•r-1 168 
Go, • Deob •- 66 I 68 
Ger:• Edd•- 68 
Ger·• Edd o- '68 
G r • f be, to- 83 
Gere,e Gro c1 e10-90 83 
Gerc1t1 Hugo-1 68 
Go •c • ldo -1 83 
Gorc,o lsmoel- 168 
Gorc, o J acob-' 68 
Go· :, o .., ., ,me 68 
Go rci o J ov, er-1 83 
Go rc,o J eu,e-95 201 
Go rc, o Jose-'68 
Gore o Jose- I 68 
Gorc, o Joel- I 03 183 
Go rc10 Jorge-183 
Gore, o Juon- 183 
Go re, o J uo n-168 
Ge rei e Juon Jr.-1 68 
G-,rc, e lesv, o- 83 
Ge ri: io L,ndai Joe-168 
Go,~:o L se M.- ! 78 18., 
G.,, o Megg·e-c-20, 
Gorc10 Mor,o-183 
Go rc1 0 Mor no--20 1 
Ge rc, e Meno- 68 
Gerei e Morthe- 168 18 
Ge re o Mort o 8.-1 
Go re o M-,r- n 08 
Go re e Mor! n- b8 
Gore o Merc.edu- 2 
Go re • M, o-53 201 
GorF o Odei ,o-1 68 
Gore- a Oro 10 - 3 
Go re a Potr cio-183 
Gor.c. o Pehy b8 
Po,- 83 
R cordo-- 168 





Ga,c o Ros.o :i ndo 
Go re • S-58 
Ga re.l o Son J uon o 181 
Gore o Sort,o - 83 
Gore o Stephon1e- 83 
Gorc,o Su, e-16q 
Go•c • Sy .,._r 0Q 
Gore o .-93 
Gor(.,e ':lo ere• 183 
Go u ~osepti I 83 
Gorzo Aflg e ~O 




Ge,zo Dovid--49 183 
Gorzo D ..,-, 15 
Gorzo Diorio-- 183 
Gerzo Dom ngo-183 
Gorzo E eezor- 103 




Go•ze Guedo upe-183 
Go,zo H ldo-1<7 15q 
Garzo Hortel)C o-39 83 20 I 
Go,,o Jenn,e- 4 100 120 202 




Go,,o Juon-Jq H 45 51 202 
Gorre Juon-202 
G1v10 J1,1on-95 I 69 
Garze Jt.1on- i 69 
Gorio JuLo-158 
Gorzo Jvl ion-3 73 202 
Go,io Kothy-110 I 5 I 
Garzo Leticio-202 
Garzo Leroy I 38 
Garzo L,z-64 
Gorzo Lori 28 83 
Go~zo .ov An 54 120 ,69 
Gori• LouE • n 169 
Gorzo Lup'te- 82 
Gerzt!I Monuo Jo e-202 
Go~zo Morge - 83 
Go••• Mo Rebeceo-183 
Gno Mor l6q 
Gorzo Mor,o S -202 
G.,r,o Morio--45 5) 57 71 
G orzo Mortin-9b 97 202 
Gorzo Mory-- 83 
Gorzo Mo•'!'- 58 
G orze Melisso--3S 202 
Gorzo M ,gue 1-9b 
G,,rH1 Noro- 183 
Gorzo No,mo-55 I JO 202 
Gorzo Olg o A 1c., o- 169 
Gorzo O\l,d,o-18) 
Gttrzo Poul-1 8) 
Gorzo Ro,del-Sb I b2 I SJ 
GcHZO Ro ul-202 
Gerzo Rebecco-109 
G orzo R1c~- I )8 202 
Gorzo Robert-21 b 













~ 9~ Jb9 
omez Jo me-203 
Go"'ot lot c ,-20) 
"' Gomez v ..,t1.r e q5 
Gong or o Cvn ""I o b9 
Gong ro ._er v 18-4 
Gongoro Mose 103 
Gong )ro Mvr"o- t,9 
Gonzobo i<.o!TIO SC 
Gorzo •z Ale do- 69 
02 
Go,;o ez Alfon,o-71 .,2 203 
Gonzo ez A c o- bq 
Gonz~ ez A mtl 9 20 
Gon:o e:: Arrno d 184 
Goruo ez Bei ndo-- 84 
Gonzo ez Bertlio b9 
Gonzo ez Co r os 203 
Gonzo ez C, se ,;:fo- OC 54 
Gonzc ez Dene ~184 
Got1zo e: ~on e ~ 184 
Gonzo ez ~. r,_ b<? 
Gonu ez E ozo• - 84 
Gonzo ez ►e P4t- bQ 
GonI-' ez F=ra~ •-12., I bq 
Gonr,Ntl Gobe-127 
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Different Events Bring Year to an End 
As the year came to a close students 
seemed to be confronted with more and 
more school events. Whi le some events . 
such as pep rallies and spirit days , were 
not to be found , students found enjoy-
ment in othe r activities. 
Like the be ginning of the year, various 
clu bs a nd orga niza tions had their share 
of events to contribute to the year. For 
example the 1980-81 Student Council 
attested for the arrival of many activities 
this year which not only ente rtained us 
b ut e ven saved peoples lives . Three 
blood drive s were he ld by the council 
which broug ht in hundreds of pints of 
des pe ra t e ly need ed blood for citizens. 
The re was also a g a rbage can decorating 
contest involving many different clubs to 
he lp promote cleanliness around the 
ca mpus. The movie s "Psycho", "Colos-
sus' '. and "Kramer vs. Kramer" were all 
sponsored by the Student Council along 
with the annual Ta lent Show which con-
sisted of over I 5 acts . Another club 
wh ich contributed greatly to the year 
was the International Thespian Society 
Troupe 1295. This club brought together 
two productions which included the One-
Act Play "Don Quixote of la Mancha ." 
The Thespians competed with th is play 
with other valley high schools in an 
attempt to regain last years UIL district 
titl e . They late r put together a number of 
skits and performances in the Second 
A nnual Variety Show and also brought to 
the PSJA Campus a group of interna-
tionally acclaimed actors from Texas A & 
I Un ivers ity called La Compania de Tea -
tro Bilingue. Other clubs which added 
more to the occurring events were NHS, 
who sponsore d an Honor Roll Tea , the 
Sophomore Class who brought back the 
Belle and Beau , and the Junior Class who 
gave us an oriental prom. Finally , the 
event of the year ca me about as the Sen-
iors of '81 went on to the Commence-
ment Exercises. Seniors have always had 
an enormous decision to make on deter-
mining what exactly to do after gradua-
tion and thanks to our counselors , stu-
dents were aided with the ir burdening 
situations and tough decisions that 
always met them toward the end of the 
year. 
As the year rolled by events that kept 
us in consta ntly changing moods , will 
re main with us a nd will be remembered 
as the times of 198 1. W hile saying good-
bye to a not her year of events and expe-
riences we realize that soon with the 
knowl edge we 've gained we will surely 
surpass those seemingly unconquerable 
ba rri e rs of our future. 
a) Molly Thomas counsels another student. 
b) The One-Act Play, " Don Quixote of La Man-
cha ," included a cast of I 5 four are not shown 
here . 
c) Bertha Gutierrez and Lazaro Cabrera helped 
design this first place trash can for the choir. 
d) La Companie de T eatro Bilingue visited us with 
hil arious performances. Standing left: J . Rodriguez, 
I, Moreno, J. Trevino. Sitting is J . Moreno and not 
shown is V. Salazar. 
e) The Ta lent Show featured acts such as the "Bor-
ettes" pictured here. From left: Jaime Ortiz, Greg 
Palomin, Henry Doe, Esteban Gutierrez, and Ricky 
Guzman. 
C los ,ng "' 
The World 
Keeps Turning 
Good news! After 444 days of captiv-
ity , the American hostages in Iran were 
finally released. And what a bargain. This 
long siege , which began at the hands of 
the Iranian militants and continued 
because of slip-shod government, came 
o a grinding halt January 20 , 1981. 
While it didn 't cost the US a penny, how-
ever it d id result in the loss of eight crew-
men's lives in the aborted April 1980 res-
cue attempt. 
America 's end of the bargain was to 
release the major ity of frozen Iranian 
assets in this country, most belonging to 
the deceased Shah of Iran, and the hos-
tages were back safe and somewhat 
sound. While the release was supposed 
to come on the eve of President Jimmy 
Carter 's last day in office, the Iranians 
gave his diplomacy a final slap in the 
face by waiting 35 minutes into the Ron-
ald Reagan administration to let the cap-
tives go. 
When the hostages were back home 
once again , stories began to filter out 
a bout torture and mistreatment at the 
hands of the Iranians. It seemed the mili-
tant students were using cruel psycholog-
ical warfare such as telling the frightened 
hostages "Your mother 's dead ," using 
fake firing squads, and staging Russian 
roulette tournaments with empty guns. 
All of this was apparently aimed at com-
pletely unnerving the hostages. 
At last they were set fcee and while 
the hostages were adjusting to a year 
and three months of catching up, 
Reagan was adjusting to hi~ role as Presi-
dent. And as he welcomed the captives 
home, calling them "prisoners of war," 
Iran was given fair warning to watch 
their step, the US was through playing 
games. 
Whether Reagan will carry out the US 
side of the barga in completely and if rel-
at ions between the two countries will 
ever be strong again remains to be seen. 
• 
l ♦ 0,.11 Ill 
)~tag lra11, 
u'i1 H 111e 
a) "Tie a yellow ribbon round that old oak tree . 
The old song was the theme of the release of the 
American hostages in Iran. But the only problem is 
that down in the Rio Grande Valley there aren t 
many oak trees to tie up. So many ash , birch, and 
ebony trees were seen bespeckled with this now 
familiar sign of freedom. 
b) Javier Romero jumps for 1oy upon hearing of 
the release of the hostages. The American flag he 
bears 1s a symbol of patriotism, which rode high on 
the waves of national pride. abundant 1n this time 
of embarrassment for the U.S. of A. 
c) Many people turned out to honor our returned 
hostages, some 1n small ways others 1n a large 
flamboyant manner. These students of PSJA turned 
out en masse to show their 1oy at the release of 
the 52 hostages. They are lef kneeling: Judith 
Castillo, Esperanza Cavasos. Standing next row: 
Maria Portales, Austin Liu , Armando Lopez, Rosie 
Sustaita , Arturo Bocanegra , Leonor Sa lazar , 
Michael Galvan. Top row: Robin Doty, Delia Perez, 
Edgar Cabrera, Javier Romero, Ed ith Castillo, Raul 
Garza , Jennie Garza , and Sonia Sal inas. 
d) An Iranian demonstrator waves a burning Amer-
ican flag a loft while hordes of protes ;ng Iranians 
scream insults and vulgarities at the U.S. during the 
first ann iversary rally held in the American Embassy 
in Tehran Iran , Nov. 4 1980. 
e) A strange coincidence· on the imminent release 
of hostages the Iranians wait while Reagan is 
sworn in as the 40th President of the United States 
of America . After much negotiation between Car-
ter American diplomats and the Algerian mediar-
ies the hostages do not depart from Iran until 35 
minutes have elapsed into the Reagan administra-





Class of 80 
Rachel Acosta 
Class of '78 
Hector Garcia 
Class of 81 
Rosa Anaya 
Class of 81 
The PSJA 1980-81 school year brought about many changes and 
one of those changes was the pass ing of a few of our fr iends. Bear 
Memories wishes to express sympathy by remembering these four 
people in these pages. The lives of Rachel Acosta , Benny Welch , 
Hector Garcia and Rosa Anaya were taken from us this past year, 
but their memory will linger in our minds as well as in our hearts. 
Rachel Acosta graduated from PSJA in the 77-78 school year. 
Rachel was very active during her years at PSJA. She was Club Edi-
tor for the Bear Memories Yearbook, a member of the Tri-City Top 
Teens , the Student Council Executive Board , and Leo Club parlia-
mentarian , but the biggest honor bestowed on Rachel was being 
named Homecoming Queen for 1977-78. 
Benny Welch graduated with the class of 1980. Benny was a 
member of the PSJA baseball team during his years at PSJA. 
Although Hector Garcia wasn 't very active in High School. his 
friendship was known by many. Hector was a member of the gradu-
ating class of 1981. 
Rosa Anaya was also a member of the graduating class of 1981 . 
Rosa was a member of the Science club and played cornet with the 
PSJA Bear Band. 
There were also several celebrities who passed away during the 
school year. Perhaps one of the most notable deaths was that of 
John Lennon which struck many Beatie fans a hard blow. Three 
other musicians that have left us are Bill Haley, leader of " Bill Haley 
and the Comets," a band of rock and rollers from the 'S0's , John 
Bonham, drummer for the popular rock group " Led Zeppelin ," and 
Bon Scott, lead singer for the Australian rock group AC/DC, also 
passed on. 
The movie world suffered a great loss when actors like Mae 
West , Steve McQueen , Peter Sellers , and Johnny Wiesmuller, who 
played Tarzan on the serial of the same name in the 1950's , died. 
Colonel Harlan Sanders of " Kentucky Fried Chicken " fame was 
another celebrity to pass on. 
Their memory will live on. Whether it be in their music , films , or 
deeds , they shall never be forgotten. 
In 
Memoriam 




Word • • • 
" Hey wasn't this a cool year? I thought so, really I did. I'd like to start off 
by saying thanks to all my teachers and friends who made this year the way it 
was, but I can't because I started off by saying 'Hey wasn 't this a cool year?' 
Well the one thing I really want to say is that I'm gonna miss my Journalism 
teacher , Carolyn Morriss, who won't be here with us next year because she 's 
leaving (obviously why she won't be here!). I'll miss ya, Morriss. Thanks for all 
you 've given me. See all you humans later, like next year."-Eliud. 
"Throughout my 3 years of high school I always did what I wanted to do. 
Then came the question, 'What did I really achieve? ' When I thought about 
it I remembered many things I did wrong and realized that these mistakes 
held me back from my so-called 'future goals '. In short, to me being a senior 
means being faced with many major decisions. A person should take life seri-
ously and do what he thinks is best for him in the long run , not just for the 
time being because the present becomes past and it's the future that will 
become the present."-Grace 
" Now begins the most difficult part of my life. It's hard to believe that my 
high school years will later become just a small portion of it. The lasting 
friendships that were made, the heartaches, the disappointments and those 
tears of joy that were known by us all at PSJA will always remain just a 
thought away. I sincerely hope you will treasure them forever just as I will, 
because many of these things happen only once in your life and it's nice to 
have those pleasant memories to look back on. "-Dora. 
" Four years ago I strapped on my scholastic running shoes , and stepped 
into the starting block. The bell sounded and I was off, off into my freshman 
year. I then made my way down the sophomore curve , and headed for my 
junior year. Soon graduation was in sight, but wait, hurdles sprang up in my 
path. First social acceptance , then scholarship, responsibility and maturity. I 
cleared the hurdles one by one and headed for my SENIOR year. Muscles 
straining in effort , I reached out for the brass diploma. Ya Hoo! Watch out 




Bear Memories 1981 , the student yearbook of Pharr-San Juan-Alamo High 
School, was printed by Newsfoto Yearbooks of San Angelo, Texas. The theme, 
"The Shape of Things To Come," was developed by members of the Editorial 
Board, Eliud Cabrera , Gracie Maldonado , Dora Rodriguez and Roy Trevino. Eliud 
designed the cover , silver mylar base with applied maroon color, and the division 
pages which carried the theme throughout the book. The endsheets are I 00 per 
cent maroon with I 00 per cent silver copy. The paper is 80 pound dull with a 
Smyth binding. Body copy is set in Vogue #44 and all headlines , with the excep-
tion of the opening section , are Vogue #78 Bold. The opening section headline 
type was done with Format graphic copy. 
All photographs in the book, with the exception of school portraits and color 
prints, were taken, processed and printed by students in the Journalism Depart-
ment. Portraits were taken by Don Hlubek, photographer, and processed by 
School Pictures , Inc. All color prints were processed by Meisel Photochrome, Inc. 
of Dallas , Texas. 
This year 900 books were printed at a cost of $15 each. Names were engraved 
on some books by Newsfoto Yearbooks. Yearbook representative for PSJA is Mr. 
Bill Overall. 
Advisor's Note 
The final deadline has come. The last picture has been taken and printed. The 
last of the copy written and the last quad-pak signed and mailed. And so comes to 
an end the production of the 1981 issue of Bear Memories. But before we go, \Ve 
thank all of the people who helped us out during the year. 
These thanks go to Bea Solis, for her photography and last minute help; Oscar 
Garcia, for his help with the senior group photo; Ramiro Castillo for the loan of 
several of his student council pictures and Mrs. Mollie Thomas, Mr. Francis Hallock 
and Mr. Pat Gill, for their help in rounding up the honors section. 
Thanks to KRGV-TV and KGBT-TV for aiding us in the television section by pro-
viding pictures and information; Plitt Cinemas for advertising slicks in the movie 
section; Mandy Montalvo for photos used in the concert pages and to the 
National Weather Service for sending us the satellite photo and information 
about Hurricane Allen. 
Extra special thanks to Principal J. H. McKeever and the Bear's Tale, photo jour-
nalism and Journalism I staffs for their assistance. 
But the biggest thanks go to four very special people, Eliud Cabrera, Grace 
Maldonado, Dora Rodriguez and Roy Trevino. For without these dedicated , never-
tiring, unselfish, insane, creative journalists, we wouldn't have this book. Thanks 
from the bottom of your advisor's heart for making this book (her last at PSJA) the 
best ever. It was a long, hard winding road full of potholes but worth every frus-
trating, silly, crazy minute. Your advisor will miss you more than words can say. 
And thank you, student body, for making this book possible. You helped to 
shape it into the fine journalistic creation it is for you are the backbone of any 
yearbook. We hope this book will provide many happy Bear Memories for you in 
the years to come.CM 
Colophon 
Hit Us with Your Best Shot! 
"All in All It Was Just Another Brick in the Wall 
I 
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